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Abstract
Many policies and programs adopted in the context of climate change mitigation and
substitution of fossil fuels are contributing to the continuous development and growth of
Electric Vehicles (EVs) in urban mobility systems, reaching 1.26 million units on the roads
through the end of 2015. Even though the increasing number of EVs will create problems
in distribution systems, which can be mitigated using smart charging strategies, there
will also be economic opportunities for EV owners to provide services to the grid while
their vehicle are parked and plugged in, a concept known as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G). Most
of the studies on V2G have concentrated on the provision of services such as frequency
regulation or spinning reserves, which may reduce the battery life because of the required
extra charging/discharging cycles, and little attention has been paid to the possibility of
providing reactive power control services to the grid by using the ac/dc converter and the
dc link capacitor available in most advanced chargers, a practice that does not compromise
the vehicle battery life. These kinds of chargers, which are known as four-quadrant EV
chargers due to the capability of being operated in all quadrants of the P-Q plane, can be
used in distribution networks to improve the power factor and help regulate voltage, thus
facilitating larger EV penetrations, as discussed in this thesis.
In the first part of this thesis, a new average model of a single-phase, four-quadrant EV
charger is developed. The steady-state and step responses of the proposed model for differ-
ent P-Q requests, corresponding to the operation in the four quadrants of the P-Q plane,
are used to validate its performance against a four-quadrant EV charger prototype. The
model is shown to be useful for efficient time-domain simulations and studies that include
a number of EV chargers, such as EV integration studies in Low-Voltage (LV) distribution
networks. A practical case study is presented to demonstrate and test the performances of
the four-quadrant charger and its model, investigating the voltage interactions of several
chargers in an LV residential network during the provision of three vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
strategies for active and reactive power.
In the second part, a novel three-stage algorithm to coordinate the operation of four-
quadrant EV chargers with other volt/var control devices in Medium-Voltage (MV) and LV
distribution feeders is proposed. The first stage of the algorithm is operated on a day-ahead
basis and defines the Load Tap Changer (LTC) and capacitor schedules while minimizing
the peak load associated with EVs in the distribution system. The second and third stages
update their operation every five minutes, to fairly allocate the aggregated and individual
EV loads in the MV and LV feeders, respectively, while minimizing active power losses and
voltage deviations. The proposed technique is applied to CIGRE’s North-American MV
iv
and LV benchmark systems to demonstrate its ability to properly allocate EV loads, and
improve distribution system performance in terms of losses and voltage profiles.
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1.1 Motivation and relevance
The United Nations conference on climate change (COP21), held in Paris in 2015, intro-
duced a new global agreement for alleviating the causes of climate change and stopping
the increase in average earth temperature [1]. This agreement encourages the signatory
countries to develop and adopt clean technologies, in which Electric Vehicles (EVs) within
urban mobility systems play a major role. In this context, the federal and provincial
governments of Canada have started to implement policies to promote the use of EVs.
Particularly, the province of Ontario, in its 2016-2020 Climate Change Action Plan, con-
templates investments of 250 million CAD to fund incentives and programs to expand the
use of EVs in the province [2]. Thus, thanks to these policies and programs, it is expected
that EVs will rapidly become a common mobility alternative.
Although the global EV fleet is still small, with 1.26 million EVs circulating on the
roads through the end of 2015 (404,090 in the United States and 18,450 in Canada), the
growth of EVs has been continuous since 2010, reaching an almost 70% increase between
2014 and 2015 [3]. This expansion will continue in the coming years, and may reach up
to 100 million EV units by 2030 [4]. This growth of the global EV fleet will come with a
proportional growth in charging stations. Through the end of 2015, 1.45 million charging
stations were operating worldwide, out of which 13% were public and 87% were private
stations, primarily located in residential units and office buildings [3].
The increase of EVs is creating new challenges for the power industry. Traditionally,
distribution networks have been sized to support the maximum coincident load for short
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periods of time, considering different load characteristics [5]. In contrast, in the new context
of clean transportation, EVs will be connected to secondary distribution networks for
several hours per day, increasing the maximum coincident demand and reducing diversity
factors. This fact may cause short and long-term problems in distribution systems, such
as overloads in transformers and cables, out-of-range voltages, voltage imbalance, losses,
harmonics, and accelerating transformer aging [6]. Similarly, transmission and generation
systems will face additional stress because of the extra energy needed to feed EVs; thus, in
transmission systems, EV loads may create congestion and increase the system operation
costs [7], whereas in generation systems, fuel consumption may increase and additional
fast-response generation resources may be needed to satisfy new EV loads [8].
Most of the aforementioned problems imply that existing power systems, especially
distribution systems, will not support high levels of EV penetration. Thus, to overcome
this issue, utilities have the options of grid reinforcements, which imply high capital in-
vestments, and smart charging, which relies on communication and control technologies
to optimize the use of existing infrastructure. The latter consists of controlling the time
and power demand of EV chargers [9], that can be performed centrally by an agent such
as a utility or a fleet aggregator, or locally by the EV charger, and is useful in reducing
charging costs and alleviating EV charging impacts on the grid by decreasing the peak
power and shifting the load [10]. Furthermore, when EV chargers have the ability of
bidirectional power flow, they can supply energy to the grid while parked, operating as
Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) systems [11]. This control approach gives EVs the opportunity of
providing grid services such as peak shaving, frequency regulation, spinning reserve, re-
active regulation, renewable transients, and motor starting, which present an economic
opportunity to EV owners [12]. Both smart charging and V2G concepts have been tested
in several demonstration projects [13–15], and some companies and utilities are actively
implementing smart charging solutions [16].
Despite the feasibility and economic opportunities of bidirectional chargers in V2G
schemes, none of the chargers used in existing EVs have bidirectional power flow capabilities
[10], since V2G services add to the wear of the battery [12]. Although there is an economic
benefit for providing services to the grid [10, 11], under most conditions these revenues do
not cover the replacement costs of the battery, which are high. Nevertheless, most studies
on bidirectional EV chargers have concentrated on injecting active power to provide grid
services like frequency regulation or spinning reserve, and little attention has been paid to
the possibility of reactive power control services for the grid by using the ac/dc converter
and the dc link capacitor of two-stage chargers, which do not compromise the vehicle
battery life [17–19]. These kinds of chargers, which hereafter will be called four-quadrant
EV chargers, can be used in residential networks to improve the power factor and help
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regulating voltage, and thus facilitate the integration of EVs onto the grid.
Even though EVs in general, and smart charging applications in particular, have been
studied broadly during the last decade, there is still research to be done on the subject of
four-quadrant EV chargers, and especially, on their use in LV residential distribution grids
for providing energy services to households and the grid. This part of the distribution grid
is relevant for smart charging because more than 80% of chargers are private and installed
in residential units and office buildings, as previously mentioned [3], and thus their negative
impacts such as excessive transformer loading, cable loading, and voltage drops should also
be considered at this level of the grid.
Based on the aforementioned discussion, this thesis will focus on the modeling and
testing of four-quadrant EV chargers, and the design and simulation of distribution system
control strategies that incorporate these type of chargers to provide reactive power support
services.
1.2 Literature Review
The evolution of EVs and the increasing availability of this technology has motivated
research efforts during the last decade concerning the impact of EVs on the electricity
grid, as well as development of smart charging strategies to maximize EV penetration.
These control strategies consider a communication infrastructure that allows exchange of
information between the EV owner and the entity that is responsible for the control, which
can be an EV aggregator or a Local Distribution Company (LDC). Thus, in this section,
a comprehensive literature review on smart charging for EVs is presented, highlighting
some gaps in the existing work as well as the elements that are relevant to this research.
Particularly, the focus of this review is on the literature that explores different objective
functions and control architectures for smart charging of EVs in distribution feeders and
secondary distribution systems. Moreover, this review examines the past work on modeling
and prototyping of four-quadrant EV chargers and volt/var control of distribution feeders
considering EVs, since this is relevant to the work reported herein.
1.2.1 Smart Charging for Electric Vehicles
EV charging can be classified into three categories: uncoordinated charging, smart charging
and V2G. Uncoordinated or uncontrolled charging takes place when EV batteries are
plugged in until the batteries are fully charged, with no control of the charging demand
3
and starting time from an external agent [20]. In jurisdictions that have implemented
Time-of-use (TOU) tariffs, EV owners have incentives to plug their EVs during hours of
low demand and thus, save in charging costs; this is considered a passive charging strategy
[21]. In smart charging, EV charging set points are determined by an external agent or
the EV according to a set of economical and operational goals. In V2G, EV batteries can
be discharged to provide services to the grid and receive economic incentives [11].
An extensive body of literature has covered many aspects of smart charging, exploring
several objectives and control architectures. Some of the objectives used in smart charging
controllers are designed to satisfy the EV owner’s perspective, while others consider the
utility’s perspective [22]. Minimization of charging costs and prioritization of battery
charging over other loads are objective functions reflecting the EV users’ goals. From
the utility’s point of view, the objectives cover economic aspects such as minimization
of generation costs and maximization of profits; technical aspects like minimization of
losses, load leveling, or load variance; ancillary services, including frequency and voltage
regulation; and reduction of CO2 emissions.
Two control architectures are identified in EV charging management: centralized and
decentralized. In centralized architectures, EV information is received and treated at
a central point, optimization algorithms are implemented easily, and a better network
management is achieved; however, a considerable amount of data is required, which can
be difficult to gather in real applications. In decentralized architectures, the information is
processed in a distributed way, and the final decision is taken by the EVs, which requires
them to have an on-board control unit. Although in the latter there is uncertainty about
the final result of the control actions, the controllers process less information, and changes
can be easily done to the control programs [21].
Smart Charging from the Utility’s Perspective
A group of publications on smart charging focus on planning applications, with the goal of
assessing the impact of uncoordinated charging on distribution networks and the potentials
of passive strategies (e.g. TOU tariffs) and smart charging control to alleviate these effects.
Although these studies show the use of smart charging to enhance the application of EVs,
their conclusions are case dependent, since they are based on particular mobility data and
distribution systems. In [20], the authors analyze the impact of EVs on a 15 kV semi-
urban Portuguese distribution grid under three strategies: ”dumb” charging, a dual tariff
policy that considers reduced electricity price during off-peak hours, and a centralized
smart charging control. The congestion of lines and voltage levels at nodes are examined
for different EV penetration scenarios. The smart charging algorithm works in steps of
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one hour maintaining the maximum quantity of EVs that the grid can support without
violating operational limits. The study concludes that smart charging allows up to 52%
EV penetration, compared to 10% for dumb charging and 14% for a TOU tariff approach.
In [23], the impact of EV charging on the Australian National Electricity market load
profiles is studied. The model proposed in this work incorporates Australian travel data and
investigates the impact of uncoordinated charging, TOU tariff charging, and coordinated
charging. Major findings of this study are that, in average, the evening peak load increases
up to 820 W per vehicle in the uncoordinated case. In the TOU tariff scheme, the peaks are
shifted to the late night and early morning, when prices are low. Finally, in the coordinated
charging case, the charging peaks appear at the hour of minimum demand. After analyzing
several penetration scenarios, the study concludes that TOU tariffs are a good option for
low EV penetration stages, since the load factor is improved, but is not recommended
for high EV penetration as this effect is not observed. The study in [24] made a similar
analysis for the United States, using the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) data
[25], to estimate the impact of EV charging on electricity demand. A conclusion of this
study is that, in average, the system peak load increases by 560-910 W per vehicle. Also,
when people can only charge their vehicles at home, the home peak demand increases up
to 29.4% compared to the case where people are able to charge at several locations, which
indicates that the availability of charging stations is a key factor to decrease the pressure
on residential charging systems.
The study in [26] estimates the impacts of EV charging on real LV distribution systems
for Germany, Denmark, and The Netherlands. The authors of this paper apply a tool suite
called NEMO, which integrates transportation and power system models to analyze and
design EV charging infrastructure. This study shows that, for the three analyzed cases,
voltage violations take place before overcurrents in cables, that smart charging is able to
mitigate most of the problems seen with uncoordinated charging, and that all problems
can be solved with grid reinforcement by increasing cable and transformer sizes.
Minimization of energy losses in distribution systems is a typical objective function
included in smart charging controllers from the perspective of utilities. This is the case in
[27], which analyzes the impact of uncoordinated and coordinated EV charging strategies
in residential distribution grids, using a loss minimization approach. This work explores
Quadratic Programming (QP) and Dynamic Programming (DP) solution approaches for
the loss minimization problem, and a stochastic programming formulation to study the
effect of residential load forecasting errors on the optimal charging schedules. The pro-
posed algorithm is tested in a downscaled version of the IEEE 34-node test feeder, showing
fewer voltage deviations and losses for the coordinated case, as well as better algorithm
performance when a QP technique is employed. The authors in [28] suggest an alternative
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approach to minimization of losses when coordinating the charging of EVs; they demon-
strate that the minimization of losses is equivalent to the maximization of the load factor
or the minimization of the load variance under certain conditions. These approaches lead
to Linear Programming (LP) and convex QP problems, whith solution techniques that are
more efficient than in the loss minimization strategy.
Reference [29] presents a centralized, real-time algorithm for defining the charging rates
of EVs while minimizing electricity costs and losses. The allocation of charging capacity
among the EVs is made using a Maximum Sensitivity Selection (MSS) optimization ap-
proach, which is based on sensitivity factors of the total losses with respect to the change
in power consumption at EV nodes, calculated directly from the Jacobian matrix of the
system. Every five minutes, the algorithm verifies the changes in the demand and new ve-
hicle arrivals, and runs power flows to update the sensitivity factors and allocate charging
capacity. In [30], the same authors improved the MSS algorithm by implementing a fuzzy-
logic technique which combines system losses, voltage deviations, and maximum demand
sensitivities to EV loads to determine charging set points.
Valley filling and load shifting are two techniques employed in controllers from the
perspective of utilities, which aim to reduce the coincidence of EV loads with the base load
peaks. An example for these strategies is found in [31], where authors report decentralized
EV charging controller for valley filling, in which EV chargers decide their charging rates
based on optimal electricity prices that account for base and EV demand. This charging
algorithm is tested using a Beijing’s power system model, showing good valley-filling results,
even with inaccuracies in load predictions and a reduced number of EVs responding to the
price signals. However, this controller is incomplete since it does not model the distribution
system and EV locations, which may affect the calculation of price signals. This limitation
is also observed in the decentralized EV charging controller reported in [32], which performs
valley-filling and load-tracking functions by broadcasting charging control signals directly
to EVs, which modify the signals according to their own preferences and constraints, and
send the final set points back to the main controller to guarantee coordination with other
chargers.
Most studies about smart charging from the perspective of utilities have focused on
different objective functions based on control of active power, with little consideration of
control of reactive power. Moreover, many of these studies only consider aggregated EV
loads connected to the MV distribution system, without paying too much attention to the
actual EV setpoints at the LV residential feeders. This thesis addresses these shortcomings
by proposing a novel, distributed, smart charging scheme that considers the MV and LV
distribution system operation variables, employing four-quadrant EV chargers to control
reactive power throughout distribution feeders, while considering objective functions such
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as loss minimization and voltage regulation.
Smart Charging from the Perspective of Users
A typical objective function in smart charging control from the perspective of users is the
minimization of charging costs. Thus, the work in [33] presents a combination of a central
control architecture and minimization of charging costs. The reported algorithm generates
an EV charging schedule based on the minimization of charging costs while meeting trip
energy needs of EVs and grid congestion constraints, which are incorporated in a network
model that considers line currents, but not node voltages; the optimization is performed
from the viewpoint of an aggregator or fleet operator. In [34], the same authors extend
the previous work by incorporating a power flow method to calculate voltages and currents
throughout the distribution system, describing the relations between an EV aggregator,
a Distribution System Operator (DSO), and a retailer, who exchange EV and system
information to minimize charging costs. The method is tested in a Danish distribution
system, showing a significant reduction in voltage and current limit violations compared
to the case of uncoordinated charging; however, the method relies heavily on adequate trip
forecasts.
Centralized schemes based on distribution system Optimal Power Flows (OPFs), which
explore several objective functions, including the minimization of charging costs, are found
in [35] and [36]. In [35], the centralized distribution optimal power flow model reported
in [37] is used, which calculates, one day ahead, the optimal tap and switched capacitor
positions in a distribution feeder. Thus, based on this model, the authors investigate
the impact of EV charging in residential distribution feeders under different objective
functions, such as minimization of charging costs, minimization of losses, minimization
of energy drawn from the substation, and minimization of energy costs from the external
grid. The work in [36] discusses the impact of TOU tariff scheme in Ontario, Canada, wind
and solar Distributed Generation (DG), and EV charging in distribution feeder operation
under two objective functions: minimization of charging costs and minimization of losses.
The main disadvantage of both works is the consideration of EVs as aggregated loads at
the MV distribution system, without calculating the actual set points of EVs in the LV
network. This problem is addressed in [38], which implements a centralized controller to
define EV charging set points in an LV distribution network by minimizing charging costs.
This approach uses a meta-heuristic solution method to get optimal EV charging set points;
however, distribution system constraints and the MV grid are not fully considered in this
model.
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The work in [39] presents an EV charging control algorithm, which guarantees fulfill-
ment of energy requirements of EVs while minimizing charging costs. The method im-
plements a rolling optimization which calculates the optimal charging rates for 12 hours,
including residential and EV loads forecasts, but only implementing the EV charging rates
for the next 30 minutes. The algorithm formulation is based on voltage and current sensi-
tivity factors extracted from the system’s Jacobian matrix.
The maximization of charging rates is another objective function explored from the
perspective of EV users. Thus, the authors in [40] propose and implement a smart charg-
ing controller in a real parking lot, considering a combination of EV users’ preferences,
including expected disconnection time and acceptable electricity prices, and hourly elec-
tricity prices calculated from historical data, to define charging priorities and allocate the
available feeder capacity. However, this work does not consider the effects of EV charging
on the upstream distribution system.
In [41], a smart charging algorithm with the objective of maximizing the energy deliv-
ered to EVs, calculated as the maximization of power of each charger and for each time
interval, is reported. The problem formulation includes node voltages and transformer
loading constraints, which are expressed in terms of sensitivity factors to the EV load
variations, calculated from an unbalanced power flow at each time step. Another objective
function, which accounts for the effect of proximity of EV loads to transformers, is also
explored in this work. The algorithm is tested on a Dublin’s LV feeder model, and shows
good results for voltage and loadability, even though battery packs of a few vehicles do not
reach full charge at the end of the period. The need of computing the sensitivity factors,
which are shown in this thesis not to be very accurate in general smart charging control,
can be a major barrier when large distribution systems and big EV fleets are considered.
The work described in [42] compares the centralized scheme in [41] with a local control
approach in which each EV charger maximizes its charging rate without communicating
with other chargers, keeping the terminal voltage and the service cable current within oper-
ational limits. Sensitivity factors are calculated at the beginning of the simulation and are
used throughout the process, which differs from the centralized approach in [41]. This local
approach is also tested on a Dublin’s distribution feeder model, showing more violations of
voltage limits, since chargers do not see how others are acting. This is a drawback of this
model, since it requires additional measures to guarantee that the operational variables of
the grid are kept within acceptable limits.
In [43], a two-stage smart charging algorithm is proposed. In the first stage, the algo-
rithm maximizes the energy delivered to EVs, while in the second stage it minimizes losses
and peak demand charges. The control scheme relies on a prediction unit to model the EV
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load and guarantee feasibility of charging set points. Furthermore, it explores a scheme of
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), in which some EVs discharge their batteries to supply others.
The algorithm shows adequate results when tested on a 38-bus MV distribution system;
however, no results are presented for LV networks.
The work in [44] describes a decentralized EV charging controller which maximizes the
charging rate of EVs, while avoiding overloading in distribution lines and transformers.
The algorithm applies the concept of fair rate control to allocate EV charging capacity,
inspired by rate control in data networks. In this approach, each EV charger maximizes its
charging rate, considering the congestion state of upstream lines and transformers, which
are calculated and broadcasted from a central controller as congestion prices. The main
drawback of this algorithm lies in not considering reactive power control and node voltage
constraints.
A hierarchical demand control system of EVs in LV distribution networks is analyzed
in [45]. The authors introduce the concept of EV managers, which are connected at the
LV level and depend on supervisory EV managers at higher levels, leading to a hierarchical
structure. These EV managers maximize the summation of the utility functions of down-
stream EV agents, making sure that service cable limits are respected, and the desired
State-of-charges (SoCs) for all EVs are reached. The supervisory EV agents guarantee that
loading of substation transformers and MV lines, and voltage levels, are kept within limits.
The algorithm is tested and its performance is compared to that of an uncoordinated case
for a distribution system model of Zurich, Switzerland, showing that voltage and conges-
tion constraints are not infringed; however, the desired SoC is not reached in some of the
vehicles, which is interpreted by the authors as a necessity for reinforcement. A drawback
of this method is the definition of adequate utility functions for each EV agent, which
implies a proper knowledge of priorities and behavior of their owners.
Research on smart charging strategies from the perspective of users has mostly focused
on minimization of charging costs. However, this approach requires TOU pricing schemes
for electricity retailing, which is not the case in many jurisdictions, making it difficult to
implement in practice. Other methods, such as maximization of charging rate or maximiza-
tion of energy delivered to EVs, merely depend on control strategies that can be readily
implemented. Thus, to include the perspective of users, this thesis adopts the maximiza-
tion of charging rate approach in the proposed smart charging scheme, since it does not
need particular tariff structures and maximizes the EV battery SoC for mobility purposes,
which is the primary objective of EV users.
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Uncertainty in Smart Charging
A challenge in smart charging control design is the inclusion of the uncertainties associated
with EV operation, which are seen in variables such as arrival time, departure time, and
energy consumption. Many works on smart charging controllers have considered these
uncertainties as part of the models, using techniques such as Monte Carlo Simulation
(MCS), Stochastic Programming, and Model Predictive Control (MPC). These techniques
are applied to guarantee that operations of distribution system and EV fleet are robust,
and controller outputs are correct, irrespective of the operation times and energy needs of
individual EVs.
In [46], a day-ahead distribution feeder controller, which determines optimal trans-
former tap and switched capacitor positions, as well as aggregated EV charging set points,
is reported. This controller implements a non-parametric bootstrapping technique as an
alternative to MCS, to deal with uncertainties of EV population, such as arrival and depar-
ture times, and energy consumption. The controller minimizes the feeder’s peak demand
including typical constraints of an unbalanced Distribution Optimal Power Flow (DOPF)
model. A limited number of EV fleet realizations are used in the optimization problem and
solved with a Genetic Algorithm (GA) tool. Then, the Bootstrap resampling technique is
used to obtain the expected values and confidence intervals of the control variables. This
approach is extended for real-time operation in [47], which introduces a second stage that
takes the calculated transformer tap and switched capacitor positions as parameters, and
maximizes the charging rate of EVs in real-time, following a proportional fairness method.
The authors in [48] present an MPC approach for EV charging in distribution net-
works. The model in this paper aims to minimize charging costs, while complying with
user’s charging preferences, and power set points provided by the LDC. The chargers in
this model have bidirectional power flow capability, and the battery wear and tear costs
are incorporated into the objective function. The model is responsive to events such as
the connection of a new vehicle, the change of user preferences (e.g. anticipated time of
disconnection), and changes in power references as a consequence of Demand-side Man-
agement (DSM) actions. The authors linearize the original control algorithm, mainly the
cost function, resulting in a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem. Several
events, such as the arrival of vehicles, the early departure of a user, and the change of
power reference caused by a DSM signal are simulated, showing a good performance in
terms of costs. However, the main drawback of this algorithm is that it does consider
network constraints; therefore, the aggregator in this case is not aware of how its actions
are affecting the network operation.
An obstacle to implement any smart charging approach that considers uncertainty is
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the generation of reliable forecasts and scenarios, which given the current penetration of
EVs, are still inaccurate. Most of the previous studies have been carried out based on
mobility studies of Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles, which may not apply to
EVs. In the current stage of EV adoption, forecasting the daily behavior of EVs is a
difficult task, although the increasing penetration of EVs is giving more information about
their uses and limitations. Thus, this thesis provides new insights regarding uncertainty in
smart charging by using real EV data, which is considered to study the effect of reactive
power control with four-quadrant EV chargers in distribution feeders and its coordination
with other volt/var control devices.
1.2.2 Four-Quadrant EV Chargers
The previous subsection reviewed relevant works about impacts, objective functions, con-
trol architectures, and uncertainty management in smart charging. In this subsection, a
review of prototyping and modeling of four-quadrant EV chargers is presented.
As mentioned before, V2G approach requires EVs to be equipped with bidirectional
chargers, whose technical feasibility has been demonstrated in several works, exploring var-
ious converter topologies and control strategies. These chargers include three-level Pulse
width modulation (PWM) ac/dc converters based on neutral point clamped control [49],
single-phase half-bridge rectifier for power quality compensation [50], and split-phase three-
phase converter with protective earth on one of the legs and a Proportional-resonant (PR)
controller [51]. Also, several works have looked at four-quadrant EV chargers and the
possibility of exchanging reactive power with the grid. Thus, in [52], the potential of re-
active power support operation of various single-phase EV charger topologies is explored,
concluding that bidirectional chargers can operate in all four quadrants of the PQ plane in-
dependently of battery charging within the volt-ampere capability of the charger; however,
the dc link capacitor size needs to be enlarged in this case since the dc link voltage ripple
increases when the charger provides reactive power support. Other papers in this subject
have explored various topologies and control strategies for four-quadrant EV chargers, such
as PR controllers to regulate the utility line current with full bridge ac/dc converters [18];
single-phase, three-wire charger with unbalanced current compensation [53]; single-phase
charger with power angle control [54]; three-phase off-board charger with boost rectifier
[55]; and single-phase two-stage bidirectional EV charger for V2G reactive power operation
[56].
The aforementioned works demonstrate the practical feasibility of bidirectional and
four-quadrant EV chargers; however, there is a need to study their voltage interactions
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with other chargers and loads in distribution systems, which can last from tens of millisec-
onds to a few seconds, depending on the dynamic characteristics of the electrical devices
connected to the distribution network. Usually, the impacts of these interactions are an-
alyzed on the primary distribution system, considering EVs as aggregated loads (e.g.,
[34, 35]). Furthermore, very few studies have been performed on the effects of EVs on the
LV distribution system, even though an EV charger demand can be as high as a typical
household peak demand, thus impacting directly voltage levels in distribution systems, and
the loadability of distribution transformers. To understand the effects of EV chargers in
LV networks, and implement control strategies to mitigate those effects, it is required to
model, in detail, the equipment connected to the secondary distribution network. Such
a model should consider switching dynamics, thus requiring small simulation time steps
in order to account for the high switching frequency (that can be in the order of 20kHz),
demanding time-consuming and costly computations [57]. This is impractical for distribu-
tion network type of studies which involve multiple chargers and various other equipment
models.
To overcome the previously mentioned problem, average modeling is commonly used in
power electronic systems. This modeling approach concentrates on converter cycle-to-cycle
behavior, and neglects the switching dynamics within a switching period, improving the
simulation efficiency without sacrificing the capability of predicting the converter steady-
state and dynamic responses [58], thus allowing to simulate EV chargers in distribution
system studies. Nevertheless, not much has been reported on EV charger average model-
ing. For example, in [57], an average model is proposed for a unidirectional EV charger
composed of a diode bridge rectifier, a power factor corrector stage (boost converter), and
a dc/dc converter, which is then used to study voltage regulation effects of EV chargers
on a distribution network. On the other hand, for bidirectional chargers with single-stage
topologies, average models have been reported, mainly for full-bridge ac/dc converters
[59, 60]; however, these papers have focused on small-signal modeling for controller de-
sign and not for grid impact analysis. For two-stage and integrated bidirectional charger
topologies, some works have proposed average models for the study of individual stages
of these chargers (e.g., [61], [62]), but not for the complete topologies. Thus, this thesis
will contribute to closing this gap by modeling and validating with actual measurements
the proposed model of a two-stage, four-quadrant smart charger hardware, composed of a
single-phase ac/dc converter and a bidirectional dc/dc converter, and will demonstrate the
application, benefits and limitations of the model for four-quadrant EV charger integration
into LV system studies.
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1.2.3 Volt/Var Control with EV Chargers
Volt/var regulation functions are typically performed in distribution systems with LTCs,
Step Voltage Regulators (SVRs) and capacitor banks. Recently, due to the penetration
of DGs with the possibility of regulating reactive power, new challenges have emerged
in the conventional volt/var function, which have been addressed in several works (e.g.,
[63–66]). In the near future, the inclusion of EV chargers with reactive power control will
modify the conventional volt/var control function, coordinating the aforementioned control
devices, DGs, and EVs.
In [67], a cooperative method to compensate for undervoltages based on local voltage
measurements, EV chargers with reactive power injection capacity, and communication
links is presented; however, the algorithm does not consider the coordination with other
volt/var regulation devices, and does not prioritize the charging function over the reactive
power provision. These drawbacks are also seen in [68] and [69]. Thus, in [68], a two-stage
optimization algorithm is proposed for controlling four-quadrant EV chargers to flatten
the demand curve, reduce the system currents, and minimize losses, and [69] formulates
a multi-objective optimization algorithm that minimizes parking and charging costs from
the user perspective, and minimizes reactive power service costs provided by EVs from the
utility point of view.
The authors in [70] propose a receding horizon control framework for scheduling four-
quadrant EV chargers considering technical constraints such as maximum DC current
ripples in EV chargers and battery degradation costs; however, in this framework, neither
the power system topology nor other volt/var control devices are considered. The authors
in [71] investigate a centralized volt/var optimization engine which considers LTCs, SVRs,
capacitor banks, and four-quadrant EVs to minimize power losses and capacitor operation
costs, accounting for distribution system topology and the operation constraints of the
volt/var regulation devices; however, EVs are considered only to inject reactive power and
are aggregated in different MV nodes, without calculating the individual EV charger set
points.
A real-time, three-stage scheme for voltage regulation in distribution feeders, which
considers simultaneous operation of LTCs, solar Photo-voltaic (PV) systems, and EVs is
reported in [72]. This scheme gives priority to EV charging and PV active power injection,
and uses the remaining reactive power operation capacity of PV inverters and EVs to
reduce the number of operations of LTCs; however, it does not calculate the individual
set-points for EVs, and does not allocate the charging and generated power among PVs
and EVs in a fair manner.
From the above literature review, it is clear that the subject of controlling four-quadrant
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EV chargers, and particularly their ability to provide reactive power services combined with
smart charging approaches, has not received appropriate coverage. Thus, this thesis aims
to contribute in this field by proposing a control scheme for optimal operation of these
chargers in distribution feeders for the provision of ancillary services using their reactive
power capacity, while charging EV batteries to an acceptable level. Even though four-
quadrant chargers are not part of EV models currently available for sale, the fact that some
automotive companies are actively collaborating in V2G demonstration projects, and the
interest of utilities to use distributed generators to provide reactive power support, point
to the need to study the integration of this kind of chargers into future EV models.
1.3 Objectives and Expected Contributions
Based on the review of the state-of-the-art in smart charging and four-quadrant EV charg-
ers, and the identified shortcomings in previous works, the objectives and expected contri-
butions of this thesis are as follows:
• Develop an accurate and adequate average model for a single-phase, four-quadrant
EV charger, validated with an actual prototype, which can be easily integrated into
time-domain simulations to analyze the impacts of these types of chargers in distri-
bution networks.
• Apply the developed four-quadrant EV charger average model in realistic LV distri-
bution system dynamic studies.
• Develop and validate a three-stage approach to minimization of system losses and
peak load, providing adequate volt/var support, and fairly allocating EV charging
load, based on a four-quadrant EV smart charger connected at the LV distribution
system level.
• Incorporate the uncertainty of EV driving behavior based on actual measured EV
charging profiles and statistics, to properly model the active and reactive power
demands of four-quadrant EV smart chargers, and determine optimal appropriate
day-ahead transformer tap and capacitor schedules.
• Consider both MV and LV networks, in which EV chargers represent a significant load
compared to other household loads, to generate practical smart charging strategies
and control signals for individual EVs connected at the LV level.
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• Test the proposed approach on realistic MV and LV North-American distribution
networks, and compare it with an existing volt/var regulation strategy, demonstrating
its benefits and practical feasibility.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remaining of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 reviews the background subjects on which this thesis is based, including
an overview of distribution feeders, EV charging, mathematical programming, and
non-parametric bootstrapping.
• Chapter 3 presents the modeling, testing and validation of a single-phase, four-
quadrant EV charger developed in the lab, and describes dynamic studies performed
on a low-voltage distribution system model using the proposed charger model.
• Chapter 4 proposes and discusses a three-stage distribution feeder control architec-
ture, which incorporates four-quadrant EV chargers into the volt-var control function.
• Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis content, and presents the main conclusions, contri-





This chapter presents a background review of EV charging in distribution systems. The
focus of this chapter is on describing the general characteristics, modeling approaches and
control functions of the systems involved in the EV charging process, from the distribution
substation to the EV chargers connected to the secondary distribution network. Thus,
section 2.2 presents an overview of distribution feeders, including MV primary feeders,
LV secondary systems, loads, and general control approaches applied in these networks.
Section 2.4 presents a general overview of EV charging, including a description of the
Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE), the standardized charging levels, the types of
EV chargers, the characteristics and modeling of EV batteries, and typical EV charging co-
ordination strategies. Section 2.5 presents a review of mathematical programming and the
two solution tools that are used in this work, i.e., GA and Sequential Quadratic Program-
ming (SQP). Finally, Section 2.6 introduces the Nonparametric Bootstrapping method, an
alternative to MCS, which is adopted in this work to deal with EV uncertainties.
2.2 Distribution Feeders
Distribution feeders are the part of the distribution system that transport the electricity
from the distribution substation to end users. A simple distribution feeder and its most
important components are presented in Figure 2.1. A distribution feeder is composed of the
three-phase primary feeder, laterals (single-phase or three-phase), step voltage regulators,
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Figure 2.1: Distribution feeder components.
capacitor banks, distribution transformer, secondary network and loads, which are three-
phase or single-phase [73]. Distribution feeders are by nature unbalanced because of the




Primary feeders are the circuits that transport the energy from the distribution substation
to distribution transformers. Primary feeders are typically radial, with the main primary
circuit branching into laterals that feed the MV/LV distribution transformers. Since the
current magnitude is the largest when leaving the substation, the ampacity of a radial
feeder is larger near the substation, and decreases at branches far from the substation.
Radial systems are widely used, as they are less expensive compared to other proposed
distribution configurations, but have low reliability due to the fact that a fault at the
primary feeder causes loss of power in downstream loads [5].
Loop and network configurations are also used in distribution systems. The loop system
is formed by connecting the ends of two feeders through a tie switch or a tie breaker, such
that the loads are fed from the two feeders in normal operation. This configuration implies
that the sizes of both feeders should be the same and they should withstand their own
load and the load of the other feeder in the case of a contingency. The network system
is characterized by the interconnection of primary feeders to different substations, having
a circuit breaker at each end. Although the network configuration is the best in terms of
reliability, voltage regulation and losses, its cost is high, and it is therefore only used in
heavy-load centers [5]. Nevertheless, in practice, these configurations are normally operated
as radial feeders.
Common voltage levels for primary feeders in North America are 4.16, 4.8, 12.47, 13.2,
13.8, 24.94, and 34.5 kV [74]. In Ontario, and specifically in Hydro One grid, the voltage
levels for primary distribution are 44, 27.6, 25 and 13.8 kV [75].
Three-phase distribution lines and transformers are the devices generally modeled to
analyze power flows and voltage levels in primary feeders. A three-phase overhead line
or cable model consists of a π arrangement of series impedances and shunt admittances,
as shown in Figure 2.2. The series impedance is composed of a real part, which depends
on the resistance of the conductor, and an imaginary part, that depends on the magnetic
coupling between the phases and the neutral. The typical assumptions of transposed and
equally loaded lines in transmission systems cannot be made in distribution systems; thus,
the self and mutual inductances should be calculated separately and not presented as a
single-phase inductance, as it is common in transmission systems. The shunt admittance
depends on the capacitive coupling between the phases and the ground. This π model can
then be expressed as a matrix of parameters that relate the phasors of voltages V and















where, as per Figure 2.2:




B = Zabc (2.3)
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Where all parameters, variables, and indices are defined in the Nomenclautre section at
the start of the thesis. When distribution lines are single-phase, this model can be used



































Figure 2.2: Distribution line model.
example, if the single-phase line is connected to phase a, only Zaa and Yaa are considered,
and the rest of the elements in the corresponding matrices are set to zero. Equation (2.1)
can also be used for modeling three-phase transformers. In this case, the ABCD parameters
will depend on transformer connection (wye or delta), the primary-to-secondary turns ratio,
considering LTCs, and the impedance of windings.
2.2.2 Secondary Grid
The secondary or LV grid, or simply the secondary, is the circuit in charge of transporting
the electricity from the MV/LV distribution transformer to the loads. LV grids can be
single-phase or three-phase, depending on the loads to be supplied. The voltage level in
an LV grid is lower than in the primary feeder. The common practice in Ontario is to have
voltage levels of 120/240 V in single-phase, three-wire systems, and 120/208 V or 347/600
V in three-phase, four-wire systems [75]. The typical configuration of LV grids is radial, in
which a common secondary main, supplied by one transformer, feeds a group of customers,
normally in residential, rural, and light-load commercial areas. The advantages of radial
LV grids are their simplicity and low cost; their main disadvantage is low reliability, since
a fault in a transformer, fuse or cable leads to a power outage for all customers served
by the circuit. Other unusual configurations used in LV grids are the secondary banking,
in which two or more distribution transformers are connected in parallel to feed the load,
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Figure 2.3: Single-phase, 3-wire transformer model.
and the secondary network, in which an area that demands high reliability is fed through
a secondary mesh that at the same time is fed through several distribution transformers
connected to different primary feeders [5].
MV/LV distribution transformers reduce the voltage level to serve the loads in the
secondary network. In North-America, distribution transformers are normally single-phase,
and have two series windings in the secondary to feed loads at 120V and 240V. This type
of transformer is modeled as shown in Figure 2.3, having a series impedance in the high
voltage winding, and two series impedance in the secondary windings, which may be equal,
depending on the internal arrangement of the transformer. Typical capacities of single-
phase transformers are 25, 50, 75, 100, and 150 kVA, with most common transformer
capacities for residential customers being 25 and 50 kVA. Utilities typically calculate a
peak load between 10 and 20 kVA per household served by the same transformer [74].
For modeling an LV line, the common approach is to use a series impedance representing
the corresponding resistance and inductance values. When the LV line is an underground
cable, a π model can be used to account for the capacitive effect of the insulation.
2.2.3 Loads
Modeling of loads is necessary to study distribution systems. Load models for power
system analysis are classified in two categories: static and dynamic. Static models, which
are typically used in power and distribution system studies, are not time-dependent with P
and Q values that are merely a function of the voltage magnitudes and/or frequency values.
Dynamic models, which are mostly used in transmission system dynamic studies, depend
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not only on the present values, but also on the past values of voltage and/or frequency
variables, and are represented by differential equations [76].
The following static load models are applicable to distribution system studies:
• Constant Power: This model represents a load that consumes a constant value of P
and Q, independently of the voltage magnitude.
• Constant Impedance: This model represents a load with P and Q values that are
dependent on the square of the voltage magnitude, which is the behavior of a constant
impedance.
• Constant Current: In this model, the load P and Q values that are dependent on the
voltage magnitude corresponding to a constant current load.
• ZIP model: The load is expressed as a combination of constant-power, constant-
current and constant-impedance loads.
• Exponential model: The load P and Q values are calculated as exponential functions
of the load voltage. It is considered a generalized form of the ZIP model [77].
Table 2.1 presents the mathematical expressions for each type of static load.
Table 2.1: P and Q expressions for static loads with voltage VL.
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Residential loads can be modeled as a combination of approximately 33% constant
impedance and 67% constant power loads during summer, and 60% constant impedance
and 40% constant power loads during winter [74]. More recently, with the widespread
use of air conditioning systems (motor loads) in residential buildings, constant-current
load models have become more relevant [78]. Some studies, as the one in [79], propose
experimental ZIP model coefficients for modern residential loads, classifying them by strata
according to the annual consumption in kWh .
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2.2.4 Control of Distribution Feeders
The control problem in distribution feeders has been traditionally treated as a volt/var
problem [37]. For this, four devices are commonly used: LTCs at the main substation,
capacitors at the substation level, capacitors at the feeder level, and SVRs. The objectives
of these devices in a volt/var function are to minimize voltage deviations, maintain a power
factor near unity through the feeder, minimize the power losses in the system, keep the
loading of lines and transformers within the limits, and minimize the total number of tap
changing and capacitor switching operations [37, 80].
LTCs operate automatically with the load, and are used to maintain the primary dis-
tribution voltage approximately constant when the sub-transmission voltage or the load
vary. The SVR is an auto-transformer with a tap changer mechanism in the series winding,
normally standardized to perform changes in a range of ±10% of the nominal value in 32
steps. In general, tap positions in LTCs and SVRs, and switching operations in capacitors,
are determined by voltage relays which monitor the voltage at the bus they are connected
to. Moreover, to regulate the voltage in a remote location, local voltage relays can be com-
plemented with a Line-Drop Compensator (LC), which emulates the voltage drop produced
along a distribution line, as seen in Fig. 2.4. In this scheme, the line current measured by
the Current Transformer (CT) is injected into a measuring impedance R′ + jX ′, which is
equivalent to the feeder impedance between the measuring point and the regulation point,
producing a comparable voltage drop.
DGs, such as PV panels, may also participate in the volt/var function to provide
reactive power support. The original standard IEEE 1547-2003 [81], which defines the
procedures to interconnect distributed energy resources to power systems, established that
DGs could not regulate the voltage at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) and had to
operate at unity power factor; however, a recent 2014 amendment to the standard modified
this requirement by allowing DGs, in coordination with the DSO, to regulate voltage at
the PCC by controlling the active and reactive power injection [82]. Nevertheless, a big
challenge for controlling reactive power with PV panels is the variability of power output
due to shading. Since the reactive power limits of PV panels could change continuously, the
dispatch of reactive power is difficult to perform. However, authors in [83] have proposed
local controllers that use PVs to mitigate short-term voltage quality issues, such as sags
and swells, and strategies to minimize losses during the night hours, where PV panels can
be fully used for reactive power operation.
In future smart grids, EVs will become a highly available resource that can be coordi-
nated with other DGs, such as PV panels, to provide reactive power services to the grid.


















Figure 2.4: Line drop compensator.
shading in the case of solar PV panels, would require forecasting of the available reac-
tive power capacity, thus imposing an operation challenge that should be tackled by the
distribution grid management system.
Optimal feeder reconfiguration is another control function that is often used in distri-
bution feeders. This type of control is used in loop systems, typically operated radially,
to determine the normal position of switches according to the season and the optimal
sequences for system reconfiguration after contingencies [84]. The optimal feeder reconfig-
uration is not operated in practice in real-time, and is in principle different from volt/var
control, because it considers big areas or even the entire distribution system, while volt/var
control concentrates on a reduced number of feeders; therefore, this type of control is not
considered in this thesis. Bus voltages and protection system parameters (e.g., fault cur-
rents) are taken as constraints for the feeder reconfiguration problem [84].
2.3 Modeling of Power Electronics Converters
In the context of power electronics, simulation is a very important part of designing and
analyzing any converter, since it allows to predict its electrical behavior in terms of voltages
and currents, estimate the electrical stress in all components, and design appropriately the
controllers that guarantee an output that follows the desired setpoints [85]. Since modeling
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is a fundamental task in simulation, as it describes the electrical relationships of different
components of a power electronics converter through algebraic and differential equations,
model development is important. This can be done in several levels of detail, depending
on the desired application, which results in the following model categories:
• Switched Models: : These types of models are the result of an elementary circuit
analysis of a converter, in which all components are modeled in detail, resulting in
continuous, time-varying, nonlinear state-space models that account for the effects
of high switching frequencies, such as the fast transients during the operation of a
switch [86, 87]. It is the most complete type of model, but it requires very short
simulation time steps to accurately reproduce the converters behavior; therefore,
these are mainly used for short simulation times in studies that require analyzing
switching losses, studying the stress on converters components, or evaluating the
transient performance of converters controllers.
• Average models: These types of models focus on the converter cycle-to-cycle be-
havior, neglecting the effects of high switching frequency. They can be obtained by
averaging the switched state-space equations of the converter over a switching pe-
riod, assuming that voltages and currents do not vary significantly on the averaging
interval. These models can also be extracted from the average of waveforms asso-
ciated with each component of the converter, a method known as circuit averaging
[58, 87]. The outcome of this process is a set of average non-linear algebraic and
differential equations that properly predict the steady-state and dynamic responses
of the converter in frequencies well below the switching frequency, from which equiv-
alent circuits can be derived. Since these types of models do not include switching
effects, they can be implemented in simulation packages with larger integration time
steps, thus significantly reducing simulation times. Average models are well suited for
designing controllers for converters, testing the effect of converter parameters on dy-
namic and steady-state responses, and studying the interaction of several converters
in a large electrical system.
• Sampled-data models: These types of models use discretizing techniques to approxi-
mate the continuous switched state-space equations with discrete equations that can
predict the converter cycle-to cycle behavior, without focusing on switching dynam-
ics [58, 87]. They are well suited for designing and analyzing digital controllers,





Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment
The EVSE is the interface between the electric grid and the EV, and it is composed of a
supply device, a power cord, and a connector [88]. The supply device supplies the energy
to the EV, and contains protection and control equipment. The supply device does not
normally contain the battery charger, which is located on-board the vehicle; however, in
fast-charging stations, the EVSE contains the charger. A power cord carries the current
from the supply device to the connector, which plugs the equipment to the charging sockets
located on the EV.
EV Charging Connectors
The automotive industry in North America uses SAE J1772 standard for EV connectors.
This standard describes single connectors for ac slow charging (Level 1 and 2), and combo
connectors for both ac slow and dc fast charging. In the European Union, automotive com-
panies have adopted the standard VDE-AR-E-2623-2-2 [89], commonly known as Mennekes
connector, for slow charging. Another standard known as CHAdeMO [90], developed by
Tokyo’s distribution company and other Japanese automakers, is used in several EV mod-
els for fast charging. Furthermore, automakers such as Tesla have implemented their own
connectors (e.g., Supercharger connector), although interfaces with the common standards
are provided.
Charging Levels
Charging levels describe the admissible voltage and current values for EV charging process,
and are defined by standards. Thus, SAE J1772, which in addition to connectors defines
charging levels, establishes two levels for ac charging and two levels for dc charging. AC
Level 1 is used mainly in residential and workplace charging, and does not require any
additional infrastructure; the charging in this case is performed on-board. AC Level 2 is the
primary method for dedicated and public facilities, and is also on-board and single-phase.
The ac Level 3 for fast charging with off-board converters in three-phase configuration has
been proposed, but still has not been standardized. DC Level 1 and 2 are used in fast
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charging facilities, and require off-board chargers that are not really feasible for residential
areas [9]. Table 2.2 presents the main features of charging levels according to SAE J1772
standard [91].
Table 2.2: Charging levels according to SAE J1772 standard
AC Level 1 AC Level 2 DC Level 1 DC Level 2
120 V ac 240 V ac
Single phase Single phase 200 to 450 V dc 200 to 450 V dc
16 A - 1.92 kW 19.2 kW (residential)
12 A - 1.44 kW 30 A - 6.6 kW 36 kW (public)
16 A - 3.3 kW up to 80 A - 19.2 kW up to 80 A up to 200 A - 90 kW
EV includes EV includes EVSE includes EVSE includes
on-board charger on-board charger off-board charger off-board charger
Types of EV Chargers
EV chargers are classified according to the power flow direction as unidirectional and bidi-
rectional. Unidirectional EV chargers are only capable of injecting energy to the battery,
and are simple to control. All of the EV chargers that are presently in the market are
unidirectional, and are composed of an ac-dc converter, a full bridge diode rectifier in most
cases, and a dc-dc converter, which can be buck or boost type depending on the relative
levels of the dc link and the battery voltages. These chargers are designed to operate at
nearly unity power factor.
Bidirectional EV chargers allow active power flow in two directions, i.e., from the grid
to the battery (charging operation) or from the battery to the grid (discharging opera-
tion). A bidirectional charger necessarily uses controllable switches, such as MOSFETs or
IGBTs; thus, their cost is higher compared to a unidirectional charger, and their control
is more complex [9]. In this thesis, the term four-quadrant EV charger is used to refer to
bidirectional chargers that can inject or absorb active and reactive power independently of
the charging process. This type of chargers require the dc link capacitors to be oversized
according to reactive power operational needs [52].
2.4.2 Characteristics and Modeling of EV Batteries
Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH) is a mature battery technology that has been used for EVs
and HEVs. In NiMH batteries, the positive electrode (anode) has an active material of
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Ni(OH)2, and the negative electrode (cathode) is made of a metal hydride, basically an
alloy of rare earth materials, separated by an aquous solution of KOH. The specific energy
of a NiMH battery is 60-80 Wh/kg, and the specific power is 220 W/kg [92].
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) battery family is the current preferred technology in PHEVs and
EVs. Moreover, it is this battery type that is being improved the most in terms of energy
performance and cost. A Li-Ion battery is composed of a negative electrode of metal oxide
that contains lithium (LiCoO2, LiMn2O4, LiFePO4), and a positive electrode that is made
in most cases of graphite; the electrolyte is a mixture of organic carbonates [93]. A Li-Ion
battery has a specific energy of 100-200 Wh/kg and a specific power of 360 W/kg [92] .
Although the specific energy of Li-Ion battery is higher than that of NiMH, when
battery cells are connected in series, a forced liquid cooling system is needed for the lithium
battery. This makes NiMH batteries a better option in this case, since they only need
natural air cooling. In general, these two battery technologies show similar performance
in EV applications in terms of energy and power density; however, since a large-enough
number of these batteries have not been in service for a long-enough periods, degradation
and life cycle of these batteries based on real data is not available yet [93]. Most EVs
and PHEVs in the market are equipped with a Li-Ion battery pack. Table 2.3 presents
the most common battery (BEV) and plug-in hybrid (PHEV) EVs in Canada, including
battery capacities and electric operation ranges.
Table 2.3: Li-Ion battery capacity and electric range of common EV models [94].
Model Type Battery Range on
Capacity (kWh) Electric (km)
BMW i3 BEV 22 130
Chevrolet Volt PHEV 18 85
Ford C-Max Energi PHEV 8 32
Ford Focus Electric BEV 21 122
KIA Soul EV BEV 27 149
Mitsubishi i-MiEV BEV 16 100
Nissan Leaf BEV 30 172
Smart Fortwo BEV 17 145
Tesla Model S BEV 90 435
Tesla Model X BEV 90 413
Tesla Roadster BEV 53 393
Toyota Prius PHEV 4.4 23
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Battery manufacturers describe the charging and discharging capabilities of the batter-
ies in terms of the Maximum Continuous Discharge Current, and the Maximum 30 second
discharge pulse control. Also, the C rate, which is the rate at which the battery is charged
or discharged in terms of the current corresponding to one-hour full-charge/discharge, is
used to define the recommendations for charging and discharging [95].
For charging batteries, two basic strategies are followed to reach the desired SoC. The
first method is the Constant Voltage (CV) charging, in which the same voltage value is
applied to the battery terminals until a low current limit is reached (normally 0.02 C rate),
indicating that the battery is charged at the desired level. The disadvantage of this method
is that it requires a high power level at the beginning, since the battery is depleted and the
open circuit voltage is much lower that the voltage applied to its terminals [93]. The second
method for charging batteries is Constant Current (CC), in which the charging voltage is
controlled in order to keep the charging current constant throughout the process. The
main challenge of this method is to determine at which point the charging should stop,
since keeping a constant current after the battery has reached its full SoC increases the
electrolyte temperature and could shorten the battery life [93].
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Figure 2.5: Charging methods for Li-ion batteries.
EV batteries are typically charged using a combination of CC and CV methods (Figure
2.5(a)). In the first stage, a constant current, ranging from 0.1C to 1C is applied to the
battery until a cut-off voltage is reached. At this point, the method changes to CV until
a low charging current is reached, indicating full SoC [96]. Since the battery is a very
sensitive device that can suffer damage when not charged correctly, additional criteria
are taken into consideration to interrupt the charging process; these include time, cut-off
temperature, and the rate of change in temperature and rate of change in voltage [93].
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Other methods for charging EV batteries have also been proposed. These include
the multistage constant current, constant voltage (MCC-CV), in which several decreasing
constant current stages are applied to the battery terminals, until the cut-off voltage is
reached, and CV charging starts (Figure 2.5(b)); the CC-CV with negative pulse, which
slightly discharges the battery in constant intervals to improve charging acceptance (Figure
2.5(c)); and the variable frequency pulse charge, that applies pulses of different frequencies
during the charge period to better distribute the ions in the battery [96].
Battery models focus on different aspects of device operation. The first category con-
centrates on describing the electrochemical processes that occur within the battery, and
the second category tries to describe the electrical performance of the battery using voltage
sources, resistors and capacitors. The latter is preferred by electrical engineers, since such
models can be easily incorporated into circuit simulations [93].
Many battery models have been proposed describing the electrical behavior of the de-
vice in an electrical circuit. Among these, three basic categories can be identified: Thevenin
equivalent model, ac impedance model, and run-time model [97]. The Thevenin equivalent
model incorporates a voltage source that is dependent on the SoC, a self-discharge resis-
tor, a series resistor, and a parallel arrangement of capacitor and resistor that represents
the transient behavior (Figure 2.6(a)). The ac model incorporates an ac arrangement that
reflects the battery behavior at different frequencies, and a voltage source behind an equiv-
alent impedance whose value is dependent on the battery state of charge (Figure 2.6(b)).
Factors like the battery state of health, the ambient temperature, and the internal temper-
ature influence the values of the model parameters. Some models, like the one proposed in
[97], try to merge in a single circuit the transient behavior, the ac response, and the open
circuit voltage dependence on the SoC (Figure 2.6(c)). Other models add diodes in series
with resistive-capacitive arrangements to include different impedances during charging or
discharging [93].
2.4.3 Electric Vehicle Charging Strategies
The charging of EVs is classified in four categories: uncoordinated charging (”dumb”
charging), multiple tariff charging, smart charging, and V2G [98]. Uncoordinated charging
refers to the scheme in which EV owners are free to decide the moment and the place
to perform the charging of the battery. Normally, the charge process starts immediately
after the arrival of the EV owner at the destination by plugging in the vehicle [9, 98, 99].
This scheme normally works with flat electricity tariffs; therefore, the owner does not



















Figure 2.6: Typical battery models: (a) Thevenin model, (b) ac model, and (c) complete
model.
charging in large EV fleets conclude that this strategy produces overloading in distribution
lines and transformers [35, 98].
The second strategy, known as multiple-tariff charging, is different from uncoordinated
charging in the existence of economic incentives for EV owners through differentiated tariffs
according to the time of use. This incentive is intended to shift the energy consumption
to valley hours, thus reducing the effect of EV charging during hours of high consumption
[98]. A scheme of TOU tariff exists in Ontario, with different price categories that depend
on the hours of the day, the type of day (week or weekend), and the season (winter or
summer); the categories are: peak, mid-peak, and off-peak [100]. However, the existence
of a TOU tariff does not guarantee that the EV load is effectively shifted; to take advantage
of TOU tariffs, the EV owner must be aware of the economic advantages of charging at
off-peak hours [98].
The third strategy is known as coordinated charging or smart charging, implying an
intelligent control that actively decides the time and the rate of charging [35, 98, 99]. The
objective of this method is to charge the EV when it is most beneficial, for example, when
electricity price or the demand are the lowest, or when there is an excess of generation
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capacity [101]. The control over the chargers can be managed by the utility or system
operator [35, 101], or even by a market entity referred to as an EV aggregator, which can
operate a large fleet of EVs simultaneously and take advantage of business opportunities
in electricity markets [98, 99].
Various strategies have been recommended to perform the smart control of EV chargers.
Some of them are listed next in the form of minimization or maximization of an objective
function to control EV charging:
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The fourth strategy, which is an extension of the third one, is the so called V2G. In
this approach, the EV has bidirectional power flow capability; therefore, EVs can inject
power into the grid [98]. EV aggregators or system operators can take advantage of this
capability to provide high-value grid services, and balance renewables with the EV storage
capacity [99]. However, the increased use of the battery other than providing energy for EV
operation reduces the battery life and increases the costs for owners; thus, strong economic
incentives should be provided to cover these wear costs [98]. The concepts of Vehicle-to-
Home (V2H) and Vehicle-to-Building (V2B), which concentrate on the interaction between
the EV and the household or building loads, can be included in this category. These
operation strategies take advantage of the bidirectional power transfer capability of the
EV chargers to interact with other energy devices in order to offset the peak load and
minimize the energy costs. While operating in V2H of V2B mode, the EV battery could
serve as a backup supply to the building to support normal operation when outages are
present in the distribution grid [17, 103].
Other charging strategies are occasionally mentioned in the literature. These include
V2V [17], in which EVs with bidirectional chargers, located in the same parking lot, ex-
change active power to optimize the use of charging resources, and reactive V2G, or V2GQ
[72], where EVs can inject or absorb reactive power to or from the grid and is the focus of
this thesis.
2.5 Mathematical Programming
Optimization can be defined as the process of finding the maximum or minimum of a func-
tion, which in engineering context can represent the benefit or the effort related to a system
[104]. The term mathematical programming refers to mathematical models that provide
the framework for addressing and solving optimization problems [105]. These models are
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expressed in terms of objective functions and constraints, which together represent a mea-
sure of the system’s performance, and establish the feasible region for all the variables of
the system.





s.t. gi(x) = 0 ∀i
hj(x) ≥ 0 ∀j
(2.18)
where x is the vector of decision variables, f(x) represents the objective function, g(x) the
equality constraint functions, and h(x) the inequality constraint functions. If an optimiza-
tion problem only contains an objective function f(x), and g(x) and h(x) do not exist, the
problem is unconstrained; otherwise, the problem is constrained. According to the nature
of f(x), g(x), and h(x), an optimization problem can be classified under one the following
categories [104]:
• Linear Programming Problem (LP): The objective function and constraints are linear,
and all decision variables are continuous.
• Quadratic Programming Problem (QP): The objective function is a convex quadratic
function, the constraints are linear, and the decision variables are continuous.
• Non Linear Programming Problem (NLP): The objective function or the constraints
are non linear functions, and decision variables are continuous.
• Mixed-Integer Linear Programming Problem (MILP): The objective function and the
constraints are linear, and some or all decision variables are integer numbers.
• Mixed-Integer Non Linear Programming Problem (MINLP): The objective function
or the constraints are non linear, and some or all decision variables are integer num-
bers.
No single solution method is able to solve all types of optimization problems; thus,
the solution algorithm should be chosen depending on the particular characteristics of the
problem under consideration. In this thesis, constrained NLP and MINLP models are used
to represent a DOPF problem that includes four-quadrant EV chargers as controllable
active and reactive power loads. Constrained NLPs can be solved using methods based on
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search directions, and methods that do not use information from derivatives. The former
include the penalty function method, augmented Lagrangian, SQP, and interior point
method, whereas the latter include the Nelder-Mead simplex method, and metaheuristic
methods such as GA and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). For NLP problems, the
SQP method is employed in this work, which is discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.2.
MINLP methods are intrinsically difficult to solve. Most MINLP solvers implement
decomposition techniques to obtain sub-problems that are solved using well-known methods
for NLP and MILP problems. Thus, the extended cutting planes and the branch-and-
bound methods, which are typically used for MILP problems, can be applied for MINLP
problems, generally applying successive LP relaxations over the variables and constraints.
Furthermore, modern metaheuristic methods, such as GA and PSO, can also be applied
to MINLP problems since they can easily handle integer variables.
In this work, the GA method is used to solve the day-ahead dispatch of transformer taps
and switched capacitors considering four-quadrant EV chargers. Although this method
converges slowly, it is used here since the optimization is performed a day ahead of the
actual implementation, and GA provides solutions that are more likely to be close to
the global optimum. Moreover, it can be easily implemented using parallel computing
paradigms to reduce solution times, and can be readily integrated with existing commercial
software packages for solving parts of the optimization problem, such as the power flow
equations. More details of the GA method used in this thesis are presented next.
2.5.1 Genetic Algorithms
A Genetic Algorithm is a metaheuristic optimization method based on a global search
strategy that mimics the natural selection process in biological systems [104]. Compared
to typical mathematical programming methods, it does not use derivatives, which has two
main implications. First, the method can be slow since it does not use a search direction
extracted directly from the objective function, merely depending on a high number of
function evaluations to find improved solutions. Second, the method converges to a point
that cannot be guaranteed to be either a local or a global optimal point. However, compared
to classical optimization methods based on function derivatives, the GA is more likely to
find a solution near the global optimum, since they search in a wider space in the feasible
region and normally do not get stuck in a local minimum, which often happens with
classic methods that start searching from a single initial point [104]. Additionally, the GA
can easily account for integer variables, which make them very useful for solving complex
optimization problems such as nonconvex MINLP [104].
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A GA typically operates by converting the variables of an optimization problem into
binary numbers, which represent the genes, and joining them to create binary chains that
simulate the chromosomes of the individuals. The method starts by setting up an initial
population of feasible individuals with random chromosomes. Then, the chromosomes of
all members of the initial population are used to evaluate the objective function and obtain
a fitness value for each individual. Some individuals are considered to integrate a mating
pool, from which new individuals will be created, while the others are discarded, as occurs
in the natural selection process of biological systems. The mating pool can be obtained
by choosing a fixed number of individuals based on the order of their fitness values, or
by defining a threshold and keeping the individuals that have a better fitness value in the
mating pool [106].
Once the mating pool is built, some operators are applied over selected individuals
to obtain new offsprings. These basic operators are pairing, crossover, and mutation. In
pairing, two individuals from the mating pool are chosen to create new offsprings. The
pairing operator can be performed either by the order in the fitness values, by a total or
weighted random selection, or by a selection tournament. In the latter, a limited number of
individuals is randomly taken from the mating pool, and the one with the best fitness value
is picked. In crossover, the two individuals selected by pairing create two new offsprings by
crossing or exchanging the genes of their chromosomes at a fixed position. In mutation, an
individual is randomly taken from the current generation and one or various of its genes
are changed, creating a different offspring. Finally, a new generation is created by choosing
the best individuals of the mating pool, the new offsprings created by crossover, and the
new offsprings produced by mutation [106].
The convergence of the GA method is tested by measuring the improvement in the
fitness values of the population using statistics such as the mean, the standard deviation,
or the minimum or maximum values. The method is normally said to converge when these
measures improve by less than a defined tolerance in two consecutive generations. GA
algorithm is also stopped based on the maximum number of iterations and the time limit
[106].
The aforementioned mechanisms of GA normally deal with unconstrained optimization
problems. For constrained problems, the penalty method [104] is applied to equality and
inequality constraints to obtain a single objective function, which is solved using the GA
method.
It is important to mention that, although GA can be slow because of the high number
of function evaluations that has to be done for each generation, these evaluations are not
necessarily sequential. Thus, the solution speed can be increased significantly if parallel
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computing is employed [106].
2.5.2 Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)
SQP is an optimization method designed for solving general NLP problems with nonlinear
constraints. This method is based on the consecutive solution of quadratic problems that
approximate iteratively the original problem. In SQP, the constraints of the general opti-








s.t. ∇gi(xk)Td+ gi(xk) = 0 ∀i
∇hj(xk)Td+ hj(xk) ≥ 0 ∀j
(2.19)
where k represents the iteration index, and d is the step direction used to calculate the
next iteration point, xk+1 = xk + dk. These problems are solved using methods for QP
such as the active-set method, and the gradient project method [107].
Line search methods require the Hessian at the current point xk to be positive definite
to obtain a minimum. If the optimization problem is highly nonconvex, this requirement
is often not observed, and thus, many solution tools adopt a positive definite Hessian
approximation that is updated in every iteration until it converges to the actual Hessian
of the original problem [104].
The SQP method is implemented in SNOPT [108], where a quasi-Newton approxima-
tion for the Hessian and iteration step length controls using an augmented Lagrangian
method are used. It is available for various optimization modeling languages, including
GAMS, AMPL and AIMMS.
2.6 The Nonparametric Bootstrapping Method
The nonparametric bootstrapping is a resampling method used to estimate the distribution
function of a population statistic [109]. The term nonparametric is used for this method
to indicate that it does not use the population Probability Distribution Function (PDF),
which is very useful when the PDF is not available or is difficult to calculate. This method
is employed as an alternative to MCS as it reduces the computational burden and allows,
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from few sample points, to closely estimate population statistics such as the mean, the
median, or the standard deviation [110].
The method starts from a sample W = {w1, w2, ..., wn} of n points, and then, m
resamples, called bootstrap samples, are created from W using sampling with replacement,
which consider that each element taken from the original sample is returned after each
observation and, therefore, can be selected for each bootstrap sample more than once. In
this procedure, m should be sufficiently large; a rule of thumb indicates that more than 1000
samples are necessary for calculating 95% confidence intervals [111]. Bootstrap samples are
represented by W b = {wb1, wb2, ..., wbn}, and should contain n units, as the original sample.
The next step consists of creating ΨB = {W 1,W 2, ...,W b, ...,Wm}, the set of bootstrap
samples, and calculating the desired statistic θb for eachW b, from which the set of bootstrap
statistics, ΘB = {θ1, θ2, .., θb, ..., θm}, is created. Finally, the bootstrap statistic θ∗ is
computed using the following expression:
θ∗ = E(θb) (2.20)
where E(·) is the expected value function. The PDF of the bootstrap statistics, known
as the bootstrap distribution, can be approximated with a frequency histogram of ΘB,
assuming each θb has the same probability.
A common application of the bootstrapping method is calculating Confidence Intervals
(CIs) of the parameter estimation, having a PDF estimate that is symmetrical with respect
to θ∗. If the desired CI is (100-β)%, the percentiles (β/2)% and (100-β/2)% should be
computed from ΘB, and then the CI can be estimated as per [112]: :
CI(100−β)% =
[




In this chapter, a general description, and typical modeling and control approaches for
distribution feeders were presented. General concepts of EV charging, including charging
equipment, battery characteristics and modeling, and general strategies for EV charging,
were also explained. A general explanation of mathematical programming, and the two
optimization methods used in this work (GA and SQP), were described. Finally, the
nonparametric bootstrap method, which is used in this work as an alternative to MCS to
deal with EV uncertainties, was briefly explained.
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Chapter 3
Modeling and Testing of a
Four-Quadrant EV Charger
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the modeling and testing of a four-quadrant EV charger prototype,
and describes the application of the proposed model for residential network impact studies.
Thus, Section 3.2 presents the characteristics of the four-quadrant charger that is studied
in this work, and Section 3.3 describes the proposed average model for the chosen charger
topology. In Section 3.4, the average model is validated by comparing its responses in
steady state and dynamic conditions with those of a developed charger prototype. Finally,
Section 3.5 illustrates the use of the average model for the study of the impact of several
four-quadrant chargers in a realistic residential LV distribution network.
3.2 Four-Quadrant EV Charger
3.2.1 Charger Topology
The four-quadrant charger analyzed in this work is a Level 1 charger rated at 1.92 kVA/120
V, implementing a two-stage topology composed of a full-bridge ac/dc converter (Stage 1),
and a bidirectional buck-boost dc/dc converter (Stage 2), as shown in Figure 3.1. This
configuration was chosen because of its popularity and simplicity [113–116]. Compared






























Figure 3.1: Single-phase bidirectional battery charger topology.
topology provides a better current quality for the battery, since the bidirectional dc-dc con-
verter acts as an low-pass filter at the output, reducing the second harmonic ripple coming
from the dc link. Also, a full-bridge ac/dc converter, albeit having two more switches with
respect to a half-bridge converter, is more suitable for high power applications, since for
the same power level, the switch current is one half of the switch current in a half-bridge
converter [113]. The limitation of this topology is lack of galvanic isolation, although it
does not compromise its functionality.
Stage 1 is in charge of keeping the dc-link voltage (Vdc) and the power factor at the
ac side within a predefined range, according to reactive power setpoints, whereas Stage 2
follows the active power setpoints to control the battery current. Thus, since active and
reactive power can be decoupled in this topology, their control can be done independently,
as presented in the next sections, where the control strategies that ensure decoupled control
of active and reactive power are explained.
3.2.2 AC/DC Converter Controller
Stage 1 controller, depicted in Figure 3.2, implements a current-control (CC) PWM in a dq
frame, used in the majority of PWM voltage-source converters (VSC). The CC PWM tech-
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nique is preferred in this case because of the good current and dc-link voltage regulation,
and the inherent compensation of switch voltage drops and dead times [117]. Moreover,
this control is implemented in a synchronous dq frame because of their ability to achieve
zero steady-state error; however, there are other control options with similar attributes in
VSC applications, such as PR controllers [118].
Synchronous frame controllers apply linear control strategies over time-invariant quan-
tities obtained by transformation from ac voltages and currents. The dq0 transform is
typically applied in three-phase systems for this purpose, but it cannot be applied directly
in single-phase systems since it requires at least two signals. A common approach to solve
this problem in single-phase systems is to apply first an αβ transform by keeping the orig-
inal signal as the α component, and introducing a delay of 90◦ to the original signal to
obtain the β component; then the αβ signals are transformed to dq components [119].
An essential component of a synchronous frame controller is the Phase-Locked Loop
(PLL), since it determines the frequency and the phase angle references at which the
transform is performed, allowing the converter’s voltages and currents to be synchronized
with the system voltage. Additionally, thanks to the action of PLL, Vq in dq0 transform
can be forced to be zero, and thus, the apparent power in dq components can be expressed
as:
S = Psys + jQsys = 0.5VdId − 0.5jVdIq (3.1)
All variables in this an other equations and figures in this chapter are defined in the
Nomenclature. In this equation, Id and Iq are the variables used to control P and Q. P
control regulates Vdc, which is affected by the battery current Ib. The reference for Id is
derived from the chosen Vdc,ref , and the reference for Iq is obtained from the desired Qref ;
the conversion between Qref and Iqref is performed by the control loop referred to as Q
control in Figure 3.2. The other parts of the controller in Figure 3.2 regulate the dc-link
voltage and produce a final modulation signal vmod obtained by a dq-αβ transform, which

















































Figure 3.2: AC/DC dq controller with reactive power support.
3.2.3 DC/DC Converter Controller
The control of active power in the four-quadrant EV charger under study is performed by
controlling the battery current, considering that any change in its amplitude or direction,
according to charging or discharging setpoints, affect the dc-link voltage. Moreover, since
the dc-link voltage is automatically regulated by the ac/dc converter controller, the changes
in the dc-link voltage are compensated by an exchange of active power between the charger
and the grid.
Stage 2 controller, depicted in Figure 3.3, implements three strategies that can be
independently selected to establish the duty cycle of dc/dc converter’s switches. The first
is a Constant Power (CP) strategy, which defines the battery current reference as the
output of a PI controller that receives the active power error, and then, estimates the duty
cycle as the output of a PI controller fed with the battery current error. In this control,
Pmeas is the calculated real component from (3.1), and Pref is the active power request at
the grid interface. The other two strategies are CC and CV, which feed the battery current
and voltage errors, respectively, to PI controllers to compute the duty cycle of the buck
switch SW5. CC-CV charging is typical for Li-ion EV batteries, as explained in Section































Figure 3.3: DC/DC converter control strategies.
3.3 Average Modeling
In the analysis of the impact of four-quadrant chargers on the LV distribution system,
a number of these chargers need to be considered. Hence, using detailed models of the
four-quadrant chargers would require a significant amount of computational time, because
of the high switching frequency. Hence, an average model of the charger is developed in
this section to be used in LV distribution system integration studies, as demonstrated in
Section 3.5. This model can also be used to derive a small signal average model and obtain
a transfer function of the smart charger controller, which are useful for design and tuning
of this controller.
The following switching functions can be defined for the two legs of the full-bridge ac/dc
converter of Figure 3.1, when controlled under a unipolar voltage regime:
SF1 =
{
1→ SW1 : ON,SW2 : OFF
0→ SW1 : OFF, SW2 : ON (3.2)
SF2 =
{
1→ SW3 : ON,SW4 : OFF
0→ SW3 : OFF, SW4 : ON (3.3)
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One can write vc and idc in terms of SF1 and SF2 as follows:
vc = (SF1 − SF2)vdc (3.4)
idc = (SF1 − SF2)isys (3.5)
In average modeling, SF 1 and SF 2 can be replaced by their low-frequency components, as
follows:
SF1 ≈ 0.5 + 0.5m1 (3.6)
SF2 ≈ 0.5 + 0.5m2 (3.7)
where m1 and m2 are the modulation signals (normalized to the peak value of the triangular
carrier signal) used to control the switches, represented as:
m1 = Mcos(ωt+ θ) = vmod (3.8)
m2 = −Mcos(ωt+ θ) = −vmod (3.9)
where M is the modulation index that is allowed to vary between 0 and 1 in the linear
range of PWM. Therefore, from (3.4) to (3.9), and excluding the high-frequency contents,
vc and idc can be written in the following form:
vc = 0.5(m1 −m2)vdc = vmodvdc (3.10)
idc = 0.5(m1 −m2)is = vmodisys (3.11)
Assuming complementary switch control signals for SW5 and SW6, two topological
modes can be identified for the bidirectional buck-boost converter:


















































Averaging the first-order differential equations (3.12)-(3.17) over a switching period, one































































From these average expressions, the equivalent circuit of Figure 3.4 can be derived. Note
that this model does not account for converter losses to keep it simple, since consider-
ing them implies modeling non-ideal switches, diodes, capacitors and inductors, which is
needed if studying the efficiency of the converter is required, which is not the case here,



























Figure 3.4: Average model of bidirectional charger.
smart charger. The losses can be readily approximated by adding resistances to the con-
trollable voltage and current sources that represent converter switches in the model. In this
thesis, the battery is modeled as a Thevenin equivalent, with voc and Rb being functions
of SoC and ib.
The proposed average model applies only to the topology presented in Figure 3.1. How-
ever, the same averaging technique can be applied to other EV charger topologies to obtain
similar equivalent circuits, which can be easily integrated into simulation packages. In this
case, the main purpose of the model is to speed-up time domain simulations involving sev-
eral chargers in a distribution grid. The model is mainly intended to capture low-frequency
dynamics, neglecting the switching frequency dynamics, which are very small due to filter-
ing, and thus allowing to determine set points for smart charging in LV networks, which
is the main application of the proposed model. The model also allows to design the smart
charger controller, as it captures the main relevant dynamics for that purpose. Further-
more, it allows studying the effects on batteries of the smart charger, which will not be
possible with a simpler model with a controllable load and source.
The proposed model is designed to be integrated in mathematical models of the LV dis-
tribution system network to calculate control settings of the actual smart charger. These
settings are obtained here based on a heuristic approach to avoid overloading of the distri-
bution system transformer and improve voltage profiles in the LV network, thus becoming
an integral part of smart charging strategies in distribution feeders, as explained and
























Figure 3.5: Bidirectional charger prototype (a) smart charger-battery pack layout, and (b)
smart charger side view [120].
3.4 Validation of Average Model
In this section, the charger’s average model developed in Section 3.3 is verified against a
prototype of a Level 1, 1.92 kVA/120 V four-quadrant charger built in the lab (see Figure
3.5) [120]. The prototype receives control signals through a Wi-Fi link, which allows an
external agent, such as an aggregator or Distribution System Operator, to remotely control
the charging or discharging of the EV battery. The main components of the prototype are:
1. The power converter, which implements the topology described in subsection 3.2.1,
with the parameter values given in Table 3.1.
2. The control board, which interconnects all voltage and current transducers, gate
drive modules and the Central Control Unit (CCU), that in this prototype is a
TMS320F2808 DSP, and is mainly in charge of performing the control strategies
described in subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, using the parameters given in Tables 3.1 and
3.2. These parameters were selected following the typical design procedure found in
the technical literature for full-bridge and bidirectional buck-boost converters [121],
with the exception of the dc-link capacitor, which is dimensioned considering that
the converter is also used as a reactive power source, as per the method described in
[18].
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3. The lithium-ion battery model GBS-LFMP40AH from Elite Power Solutions (4.1
kWh, 102.4 V) and the corresponding Battery Management System.
4. The communications controller, which enables the remote control of the charger us-
ing a web page that was implemented using the SN8200 EVK Wi-Fi module from
Murata. Wi-Fi technology was chosen because most of the current home energy man-
agement systems (e.g., Peaksaver Plus systems in Ontario [122]) are being designed
to communicate with the user and utilities through Wi-Fi interfaces and the Inter-
net. Thus, the chosen Wi-Fi controller broadcasts a web page with a user interface
to select the mode of operation of the charger (CC-CV or smart charging), so that
P and Q set points can be defined in smart-charging mode. This web interface also
provides operational information such as dc-link voltage, ac voltage, ac current, P,
Q, battery SoC and status messages, which is useful for measuring and monitoring
purposes.
Table 3.1: Smart Charger Prototype Parameters [120]
Description Parameter Value Unit
Smart Charger VA Rating S 1.92 kVA
Absolute Maximum Reactive Power Qsys 1.92 kVAR
Absolute Maximum Active Power Psys 1.92 kW
Grid Voltage Vsys 120 V
Maximum AC Current Isys 16 A
Absolute Maximum Battery Current Ib 20 A
Nominal Open Circuit Battery Voltage Voc 105 V
DC Link Voltage Vdc 280 V
Coupling Inductor LC 1.65 mH
DC Link Capacitor Cdc 2 mF
DC/DC Filter Inductor Lf 1.5 mH
DC/DC Filter Capacitor Cf 1 mF
Switching Frequency fsys 20 kHz
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Table 3.2: Controller Parameters [120]
Controller PIA PIB PIC PID PIE PIF PIG PIH
ki 2.5 160 5 80 0.5 1 1 1
kp 0.25 15 0.07 10 0.1 0.001 0.001 0.001
To compare the performance of the average model with that of the prototype, a charger
with the same characteristics of the prototype was simulated in the PSCADTM environment
[123], using the average model. The charger parameters used in the simulation were the
same as those of the prototype, as per Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The average model simulation
was performed using a 50 µs time step, which was defined through trial and error as an
appropriate value to capture all the variations in voltage and current signals. It is important
to mention that if a switching model was used, a 50 µs time step would be insufficient to
capture the dynamics of the 20 kHz PWM signal.
3.4.1 Steady-state Response
To compare the steady-state response of the average model in the four quadrants of the
P-Q plane, as well as on the boundaries of the quadrants, the simulation and experimental
results are presented in Figure 3.6. These plots demonstrate that the charger is capable
of four-quadrant operation, with the average model representing the operation with high
accuracy. Purely reactive power requests are also shown, where the current lags or leads
the voltage by 90◦. Observe that the steady-state current and voltage signals from the
average model and the prototype are very similar for all analyzed P-Q plane operating
points.
The prototype signals contain some noise, and in several cases a third harmonic can be
observed in current signals, as demonstrated by the flattening of current signal around zero-
crossing points. This current harmonic can appear in a full-bridge ac/dc converter when
the dc-link voltage measurement signal is passed to the control loop without appropriate
filtering of the second harmonic ripple [124]; potential solutions to this problem include
improving the filtering of input control signals, increasing the size of the coupling inductor,
and retuning the PI regulators in the ac/dc converter. There were also issues producing a
stable current wave shape, which is a result of poor current tracking associated with the
chosen current sensor, and the ac current conditioning circuit linking the measured current
to the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) on the CCU.
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3.4.2 Dynamic Response
A comparison between the dynamic behavior of the prototype and the average model was
also performed. For this purpose, step responses for Vsys, Isys, Psys, Qsys, Vb, Vdc, and
Ib in two transitions were analyzed. The first transition was from 1.1 kW and 0 kVAR
to -1.1 kW and 0 kVAR, and the second transition was from -1.1 kW and 0 kVAR to
1.1 kW and 1.1 kVAR; the results of these scenarios are presented in Figure 3.7. Note
that the dynamic responses of the average model for Vsys, Isys, Psys, Qsys, Vdc, Ib and Vb
follow very closely the corresponding prototype signals. However, observe that Vdc on the
prototype presents larger overshoots during the transition of P and Q references, and that
battery voltage values are not in close agreement. These differences can be attributed
to the battery model, which only considers a voltage source behind a resistor, obtained
from actual tests on a battery pack in the lab, based on a model consisting of open-circuit
voltage and series resistance, and does not represent the actual dynamic behavior of the
battery. To obtain a closer agreement between the results of prototype and those of the
average model, a dynamic model of the battery should be used. Additionally, it can be
observed that the controller has a slow response, as intended. Since there is no inherent
advantage to having a fast time response, which can lead to overshoot, potentially charging
the battery beyond the limit it is rated for, the dc filter values were chosen such that it
would not only filter the ripple in the P-Q requests, but also slow the response down and
eliminate overshoot. The response time of the active power controller is much shorter than
that of the reactive power controller, since the active power controller is directly coupled
















































































Figure 3.6: Steady-state responses of smart charger prototype and average model for dif-
















































































































Figure 3.7: Step response (a) from P=1.1kW and Q=0 kVAR to P=-1.1 kW and Q=0
kVAR, and (b) from P=-1.1kW and Q=0 kVAR to P=1.1 kW and Q=1.1 kVAR.
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3.5 Low-Voltage Distribution System EV Integration
3.5.1 Test System and Case Studies
The average model of the bidirectional charger was used to simulate a typical secondary
distribution system composed of 10 residential loads, fed from a 50 kVA, 12.47 kV/240
V-120 V single-phase transformer (see Figure 3.8), and 10 EVs, each connected to a resi-
dential load. The specifications of the secondary distribution system were extracted from
the residential CIGRE benchmark of a North-American secondary distribution system pre-
sented in [125]. Residential loads were assumed to be evenly distributed between the split
secondary system phases, and follow the demand curves and power factors specified in the
CIGRE benchmark. It was assumed that each residential load had an EV with a single-
phase charger, according to the specifications of the prototype introduced in Section 3.4,
i.e., 1.92 kVA/120 V, and a 16 kWh battery. The simulations were implemented using the
PSCADTM software [123].
A three-winding transformer model was used for the distribution transformer, and a
coupled wire model was used for service cables. Residential loads were modeled as constant-
impedance loads, with the impedances determined by the given power in a time interval and
the nominal voltage. The bidirectional chargers’ average models were implemented using
controlled voltage and current sources available in the PSCADTM library. The controllers
described in Section 3.2 were implemented using the parameters given in Tables 3.1 and
3.2. For all case studies, the simulation time was 288 s, and the simulation step was 50
µs, representing an advantage in terms of simulation time step and simulation time when
compared to the case where a complete model with all switching details is used, which
requires much smaller simulation time steps. Each second in the simulation represents
the loading conditions in a 5 minute interval to reduce simulation time, without loss of
generality, given the charger time constants, which are in the order of ms, as discussed in
detail in Section 3.5.2. Thus, the power references for the residential loads are adjusted
each second, and active and reactive power references for bidirectional chargers are adjusted
depending on the type of control, as explained next.
Three case studies were implemented to analyze the impact of EV charging and different
V2G strategies on the residential system. All cases simulate CC-CV charging, assuming
that all EVs start charging at 1:00 am with 20% SoC, until reaching 85% SoC. The
battery voltage for all EVs is calculated using the expressions Voc = 2.9132SoC + 104.08
for charging, and Voc = 3.5862SoC + 103.26 for discharging, which approximate the open





























Figure 3.8: Secondary distribution system model used in the study.
for charging, and 0.05625 Ω for discharging. Charging is switched from CC to CV mode
when the battery reaches an SoC of 75%.
The V2G strategies are assumed to be applied following the afternoon commuting, and
EVs are divided in the following three sets to study the effect of different arriving times:
Set 1 is composed of EVs at nodes R5, R9, R12, and R13, following the CIGRE benchmark
notation, arriving at 6:00 pm; Set 2 is composed of EVs at nodes R6, R8, and R11, arriving
at 7:00 pm; and finally, Set 3 is composed of EVs at nodes R7, R10, and R14, arriving at
8:00 pm.
The first case study presents a Q compensation control by an external agent. It is
assumed that this external agent is a controller located at the distribution transformer,
receiving real-time measurements of reactive power consumption of the residential network.
Thus, the controller determines Q compensation requirements of the residential distribution
system, and determines the Q setpoints for all EV chargers that are connected to the grid,


















Figure 3.9: P and Q compensation control.
phases, Qlim for this controller is assumed fixed at 4 kVAR, and the maximum available Q
per charger is assumed to be 1 kVAR.
The second case study is based on the following voltage droop function, which is imple-




1 V > 1.03 pu
100
3
(V − 1) 0.97 pu ≤ V ≤ 1.03 pu
−1 V < 0.97 pu
(3.21)
This function determines the reactive power set point as a function of the charger local
voltage; hence, the reactive power compensation depends on the voltage at the connection
point.
The third case study is referred to as P compensation and is identical to the first case,
except that it is used for active power. In this case, Plim for the control strategy of Figure
3.9 is assumed fixed at 36 kW, and the maximum available P per charger is assumed to be
1 kW.
A fourth case study is carried out to analyze possible dynamic interactions of bidi-
rectional EV chargers in LV distribution networks, considering set-point changes to the
EV bidirectional chargers in a short period of time. In this case, the residential loads are
assumed constant and at their maximum levels, as defined in the CIGRE benchmark. EVs
at nodes R5, R7, R9, R11, and R13 are assumed to absorb 1.92 kW each, and EVs at nodes
R6, R8, R10, R12, and R14 are assumed to operate in voltage droop control mode. It is
also assumed that EVs start to operate in pairs every two seconds, following the sequence
R5-R6, R7-R8, R9-R10, R11-R12, and R13-R14. In this case, the simulation time is actual
30s, i.e., no time scaling is used here, and the simulation step is 50 µs, as one is interested
in the transient response due to large step changes, rather than the overall daily charging
profile analyzed in the three previous cases, in which the load changes between consecutive




Figure 3.10 presents the results for active and reactive powers at the distribution trans-
former. For the three cases, a new peak appears during early morning hours due to simul-
taneous charging of EVs; however, this peak does not surpass the normal evening peak.
Q compensation and voltage droop operate by decreasing the reactive power consumption
during the peak hours, slightly improving the voltage profile, as seen in Figures 3.11(a)
and (b), compared to the voltage at the last node (R14) without EV. The Q compensation
strategy is able to inject more reactive power, since it follows the actual reactive power
consumption; however, before 10 pm, the need for reactive power surpasses the capacity of
EV chargers, as it can be seen in Figure 3.12(a). From Figure 3.12(b), it is evident that the
chargers do not reach their reactive power limit when operating in voltage droop control.
Note that Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 contain two scales, i.e., the actual simulation time
and the corresponding equivalent real-time scale. The first scale corresponds to a simula-
tion time of 288 s, while the second corresponds to 24-hours since 1 second of simulation
time represents 5 minutes of real time, as previously mentioned. As seen in Figure 3.3, the
charger is able to change the mode of operation among CC, CV and CP. When the charger
connects, the control is switched to CP mode, and the duty cycle changes its value as per
the corresponding PI controller output; hence, the transients that are seen in the graph
for active power are due to the transitions caused by the change in the mode of operation
and set points. To illustrate the actual duration of these transients, a 300 s simulation
was carried out for a 5-minute window in which the EV chargers switch from CV to CP
modes at t=150 s. The simulation took 1 hour and 2 minutes to complete running in a 1.87
GHz Intel Xeon CPU, which would result in about 13 days of simulation time to complete
a full 24-hour period in this time scale; this is the reason why the simulations shown in
Figures 3.10-3.12 are carried out using a faster time scale than real-time. The results of
this simulation are presented in Figure 3.13; observe in Figure 3.13(a) that the transient
appears as an instantaneous spike, when in reality it has a duration of almost 0.5 s, as seen
in Figure 3.13(b). In practical implementations, these transients have to be minimized in
order to avoid harmful effects on charger switches and EV batteries. This can be done by






























(b) Case 2: Voltage Droop
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Figure 3.10: Active and reactive power at distribution transformer for three case studies.
P compensation shaves the active power curve at 36 kW during the peak period, ac-
cording to the fixed limit set for the P of each charger, as seen in Figure 3.10(c). This has
an effect on the voltage profile (see Figure 3.11(c)), which is also improved thanks to less
current coming from the distribution transformer. As seen in Figure 3.12(c), the chargers
inject P when needed after the vehicles arrive, without reaching the limit of 1 kW. Note
that Figure 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 show transients at certain points, which are due to the















(b) Case 2: Voltage droop
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Figure 3.12: Active and reactive power at EV chargers for three case studies.
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(a) 5-minute real-time simulation
























Figure 3.13: The effect of control mode transition between CV and CP on active power.
For the fourth case study, Figure 3.14 shows the details of active and reactive power
dynamic transitions in EV chargers, and Figure 3.15 depicts the effects of these transitions
on the distribution transformer active and reactive power loading and node voltages, with
and without considering the operation of EVs in voltage droop mode. Observe that the
active and reactive powers for all EVs have a slow transition, as expected from the exper-
iments presented in Section 3.4, slowly and slightly increasing the total active power at
the distribution transformer. The transients observed in Figure 3.12, which appear as a
consequence of the dynamic response of the EV charger controller, also appear in Figure
3.14, and have only a small effect on the node voltages and transformer active and reactive
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Figure 3.14: Active and reactive power for EVs in Case 4 on dynamic interactions.
power, as observed in Figure 3.15. Note that the voltages improve following the dynamics
of the droop controller and the charger.
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Figure 3.15: Active and reactive power at distribution transformer and node voltages in
Case 4 on dynamic interactions.
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3.5.3 Discussion
Options for controlling voltage profiles in LV networks are very limited; thus, the presented
case studies demonstrated three control options that can be accomplished with bidirectional
EV smart chargers to help with this task. The results show that P compensation strategy
works better towards boosting the voltage in LV residential networks, since power factor
tends to be high in residential loads. However, the main advantage of the proposed injection
of reactive power from the smart charger is that it does not discharge the battery (except
to compensate for the ac/dc converter losses), since this can be accomplished with the dc
link capacitor. These types of chargers could also be used as an aggregated reactive power
source to control the voltage profile at the medium voltage level, acting as a controllable
distribution feeder capacitor, which is an approach studied in the next chapter.
The most important challenge for the integration of four-quadrant bidirectional chargers
in actual distribution systems is the adequate control of P and Q to mainly charge the
battery while supporting the distribution grid. This task can be complex, because P
and Q are coupled and the chargers are normally located on-board the vehicles, and thus
are connected to the grid for only a limited time. Since the reactive power capability of
the charger only depends on the full-bridge ac/dc converter, a practical implementation
approach of the proposed smart charging scheme to facilitate charging control and provide
more reliable services to the grid would be to split the converter, thus integrating the Stage
1 into the EV connection box, and keeping the Stage 2 on-board the vehicle. This would
require changing the ac EV charging interface to dc, which would comply well with fast
charging standards.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, the average model of a single-phase, two-stage, Level 1 four-quadrant
smart charger, composed of a full bridge ac/dc converter and a bidirectional buck-boost
converter, was presented. First, the topology under study was described, showing that
the ac/dc converter used a dq-frame controller with an additional loop to control reactive
power, and the dc/dc converter employed a PI controller with an additional loop to control
active power, thus giving the charger the capability of independent P and Q control.
Then, an average model of a four-quadrant EV charger was proposed and validated using
measurements from an actual smart charger prototype, verifying its steady-state response
in all four quadrants of the P-Q plane, as well as the response to step changing in P and
Q set points. The results obtained from the average model were shown to be generally
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in close agreement with those of the prototype, although some improvements could be
made by using a more detailed battery model. Finally, the average model was used in the
integration study of the smart charger prototype in a residential distribution system for
three V2G strategies, proving to be appropriate for representing the steady-state response
and cycle-to-cycle dynamics of the chargers when interacting with a distribution system.
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Chapter 4




This chapter describes a three-stage algorithm to coordinate the operation of four-quadrant
EV chargers with other volt/var control devices in MV and LV distribution feeders, and
presents several application cases of the proposed strategy in CIGRE’s North-American
MV and LV benchmark systems. Section 4.2 briefly discusses the implications of four-
quadrant EV chargers in the typical distribution feeders’ volt/var function, and describes
the proposed three-stage architecture for distribution feeder and EV charging control.
Section 4.3 introduces the mathematical model of each stage of the proposed architecture.
Finally, Section 4.4 discusses the implementation and simulation results of the proposed
control approach using a CIGRE’s benchmark test system.
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4.2 Integration of Four-Quadrant EV Chargers in
Volt/var Control of Distribution Feeders
4.2.1 Volt/var Control in Distribution Feeders
The control problem in distribution feeders has been treated traditionally as a volt/var
problem, as discussed in Section 2.2.4. For this purpose, LTCs at the main substation,
capacitors at the substation level, capacitors at the feeder level, and SVRs are used. The
objectives of typical volt/var control are to minimize voltage deviations, maintain a power
factor near unity at all nodes along the feeder, minimize the power losses in the system,
keep the loading of lines and transformers within limits, and minimize the total number of
tap changing and switching operations.
Four-quadrant EV chargers that are able to exchange reactive power with the grid will
modify the traditional way the volt/var control devices are operated. This may require
communication links between the grid operator and the EV chargers, but would imply a
lower number of capacitor switching and tap changing operations, and better controlability
of the feeder, since more reactive power sources will be distributed along the feeder. In this
context, the proposed architecture for coordinating four-quadrant EV chargers with other
devices that perform volt/var control function in distribution feeders is explained next.
4.2.2 Proposed Three-Stage Architecture
Transformer taps and capacitors participate continuously in reactive power and voltage ad-
justment of distribution feeders under the control of LCs, with defined set-points to keep
the voltage at designated nodes within a given tolerance band; however, this approach
may produce a high number of operations, leading to accelerated wear of transformers and
capacitors, which can be costly in terms of operation and maintenance. To reduce this
adverse effect, transformer taps and capacitors in a distribution grid can be dispatched
one day ahead within a volt/var control scheme, using load forecast information and con-
straining the number of transformer taps and capacitor operations per hour, as reported in,
for example, [37] and [126]. This approach is built into the two-stage technique proposed
in [46] and [47], calculating the expected day-ahead optimal transformer tap and capac-
itor schedule based on a load peak minimization approach, including EVs as continuous
reactive power sources.
Based on the aforementioned discussion, the three-stage control architecture illustrated
in Figure 4.1 is proposed here for coordination of the operation of four-quadrant EV charg-
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ers, LTCs, and switched capacitors. This scheme is based on the work reported in [46] and
[47], enhanced by the addition of a four-quadrant EV charger model, objective functions
related to reactive power operation, and individual EV charger set-point modulation. The
control architecture accounts for the uncertainty in EV operation, i.e., the energy consumed
during a day, and the charger’s connection and disconnection times, providing individual
set points for the EV chargers connected to the LV system.
The First Stage of the proposed architecture consists of a stochastic day-ahead dispatch
of taps and capacitors, considering the probabilistic modeling of EV operation in terms of
battery SoC, arrival time, and departure time, as explained in some detail in Section 4.3.1.
This information on EV behavior can be obtained from studies that track operational
data of EVs, as is the case here. This stage considers only the MV feeder; thus, the LV
loads and EVs are aggregated at the respective MV node. The inputs of this stage are
the feeder’s load and EV population forecasts and their probabilistic characteristics; the
outputs are the best estimate for capacitor switching schedule, transformer tap schedule,
and allowed peak demand for the next day. The Second Stage allocates the EV aggregated
load every 5 minutes, using the tap and capacitor settings, maximum allowable load, and
the actual number of EVs connected at each node. Finally, the Third Stage receives the
aggregated set-points from the Second Stage and allocates P and Q set points to individual
EVs connected to the system, based on the conditions calculated in the Second Stage at
the MV node, and the actual household demand.
The proposed control architecture is designed to be implemented as a hierarchical dis-
tributed control. Stages 1 and 2 are conceived to be carried out by a central controller,
and the third stage by distributed controllers located at the same levels as the distribution
MV/LV transformers, as depicted in the conceptual scheme of Figure 4.2. Based on this,
the interplay among the three stages will be hierarchical, with the distributed controllers
following the signals calculated centrally, and communicating the results back to the central
controller to guarantee coordination with the rest of the system.
4.3 Mathematical models
In this section, the mathematical models for different stages of the proposed control archi-
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Figure 4.1: Proposed three-stage architecture for controlling four-quadrant EV chargers in
distribution feeders.
4.3.1 First Stage
This stage operates one day ahead of the actual implementation, with the objective of











assuming that only the EV load, represented as P agevnm,t , can be controlled. The base load
profile, represented in (4.1) as P blnm,t, is obtained from forecast information and is not
changed during the simulation; however, this is modeled as a constant impedance and
hence presents deviations from the base value when the node voltages in the system are
different from 1 p.u.
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Figure 4.2: Implementation of the proposed three-stage control architecture.
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where the aggregated EV load constraints are represented by (4.2)-(4.8), which include the
aggregated EV energy consumption (4.2) obtained from travel information, the aggregated
battery capacity (4.3), and the minimum SoC that is required at the end of the day (4.4).
In (4.2)-(4.4), τ1 is the First Stage time step, Eagevnm represents the aggregated EV energy
at each MV node, Eagevnm is the maximum aggregated EV energy at each MV node, Bcev
is the battery capacity of individual EVs, and SoCfinagevnm and SoC
ini
agevnm
are the final and
initial SoC values of the aggregated EV batteries. The aggregated power limits imposed
by the rating of the chargers are considered in (4.5)-(4.8), where Sagevnm,t is the maximum
aggregated EV apparent power, Crev is the individual EV rating, and Q
agev
nm,t is the reactive
power of the EV load. It is important to mention that EVs are modeled in this stage as
aggregated loads that only absorb active power, as no discharge is considered in this thesis,
and can inject or absorb reactive power.
For LTCs, the constraints include the maximum and minimum tap positions, and the
maximum number of operations per day, as follows:
tapit ≤ tapit,t ≤ tapit ∀it,∀t (4.9)
∣∣tapit,t − tapit,t−1∣∣ ≤Moptap ∀it,∀t (4.10)
Substation and feeder capacitor constraints are also considered, which are very similar to
those of LTCs, as follows:
0 ≤ capjc,t ≤ capjc ∀jc,∀t (4.11)
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∣∣capjc,t − capjc,t−1∣∣ ≤Mopcap ∀jc, ∀t (4.12)
These constraints include the limits for switching operations (4.11) and the maximum
number of operations (4.12). The tap and switching positions of LTCs and capacitors are
integer variable in this problem.
The First Stage also implements maximum and minimum voltage limits at MV nodes,
current limits in distribution lines, and apparent power limit at MV nodes, as follows:
Vnm ≤ Vnm,t ≤ Vnm ∀nm,∀t (4.13)
0 ≤ Ilm,t ≤ Ilm ∀lm,∀t (4.14)
0 ≤ |S|nm,t ≤ Snm,t ∀nm,∀t (4.15)














Vnm,p,tVkm,q,tYnm,p,km,qsin(θnm,p,km,q + δnm,p,t − δkm,q,t) ∀nm,∀p,∀t
(4.17)
where Pnm,p,t and Qnm,p,t are the active and reactive power injections at node nm, phase p,
at time t. However, it is important to mention that, in this work, the unbalanced three-
phase power flow is solved using OpenDSS, which instead of directly solving (4.16) and
(4.17), employs a nodal admittance formulation to model system elements, and a fixed
point method to obtain feeder voltages and currents [127], from which the necessary P and
Q values can be computed.
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The initial step to solve the stochastic problem of the First Stage is to randomly define
an initial time, initial SoC, and final time for each EV connected to the distribution feeder
nodes. This random allocation was done using PDFs derived from historical data of actual
EVs; with this information, the maximum aggregated EV power and the required energy
per node for the 24-hour period was determined. Then, the Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Pro-
gramming (MINLP) model described by equations (4.1)-(4.17) was solved using Matlab’s
GA solver from the global optimization toolbox [128], and as previously mentioned, the
OpenDSS package [127] to solve the power flow constraints, from which the optimal trans-
former tap and capacitor schedules and the maximum daily peak for each aggregated EV
realization can be obtained. The nonconvex MINLP nature of the First Stage problem
does not guarantee the optimality of the obtained solution; however, GA approaches have
demonstrated to be likely to find solutions that are close to the global optimum due to
their search strategy [104]. Moreover, the OpenDSS package is a well-known robust power
flow solution tool for distribution systems.
With the previous formulations, and using the GA tool, the solution for a single real-
ization of the EV load and forecast can be obtained in several minutes. Thus, employing a
typical MCS for obtaining good expected values and confidence intervals for this optimiza-
tion model for the different load and EV forecast realizations would take several hours,
which is not desirable in practice. To overcome this difficulty, the non-parametric boot-
strapping method is used, as proposed in [46]. This method is an alternative to MCS and
consists of obtaining a reduced number of samples of the population, much smaller than
the number required in an MCS, and using random sampling with replacement over these
samples to obtain the statistics of a stochastic population. In this work, the aforementioned
procedure to solve the First Stage optimization problem is repeated for 30 different EV load
realizations, after which the non-parametric bootstrapping method is used to determine
the best estimate of the maximum daily peak and the hourly tap and capacitor schedules
considering EV uncertainties, as other loads are assumed here to be known, without loss
of generality.
4.3.2 Second Stage
The tap and capacitor schedules, and maximum peak demand calculated in the First
Stage are used as inputs in the Second Stage, which allocates the aggregated EV active
and reactive power set-points, considering MV feeder constraints, every 5 minutes. This
allocation is done in such a way that EVs will be able to charge in a fast and fair manner,
while providing support to the grid by injecting or absorbing reactive power. In this
context, the following three objective functions are proposed:
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100 (Vnm,t − 1)2
)
∀t (4.18)
where α and β are weight factors for the two components of the objective function.
The fair allocation is done by maximizing the product of the ratios of EV active power
at each node to the maximum EV charger capacity. In order to avoid scaling problems
when many nodes are considered, the logarithm function is applied to the product,
obtaining a summation function. The voltage deviation minimization is done by
introducing the node voltage differences with respect to 1 p.u. in the maximization
function. A coefficient is added for the purpose of objective function scaling.
This objective function is proposed to improve the voltage quality using the reactive
power capacity of EV chargers. Since transformer taps and switched capacitors are
kept constant at the position determined in the first stage, EVs provide in this case
extra regulation to improve the voltage profile either by absorbing or injecting reactive
power. In this case, the control of reactive power considers the combined effect on
the voltages throughout the feeder by minimizing all deviations with respect to a
voltage threshold.
2. In the second objective function, the aggregated EV active power is fairly allocated
among the nodes, and the losses are minimized by introducing the differences between
the sending and receiving end active power flows in all feeder lines in the objective

















where Plm,s,p,t and Plm,r,p,t represent the active power at the sending and receiving
ends of MV distribution lines.
Minimization of losses is a typical objective in volt/var regulation functions, repre-
senting a common operational goal of DSOs, which are remunerated through energy
tariffs and incentives if they achieve certain loss levels [129]. In this case, EVs inject
reactive power to compensate for the reactive power consumption of the base load,
and thus, reduce the current in the feeders to reduce power losses. A secondary ef-
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fect of this function is an increase in voltage, which may also increase the base-load
energy consumption, especially in residential feeders [5].
3. The third objective function, which is referred to in this thesis as voltage droop,
maximizes the sum of the proportional fairness function and the aggregated EV



















nm,t (Vnm,t − 1) ∀nm,∀t (4.21)





Equations (4.21) and (4.22) force the aggregated EV chargers to inject or absorb
reactive power proportionally to the differences between the node voltages and 1 p.u.
The voltage limits used to calculate the droop constants upper limit are chosen to
be 1.04 and 0.96 p.u., which are within the tolerance band of ±6% for MV systems,
established in Canadian standards [130].
Objective function (4.20) also provides extra voltage regulation to the feeder by
injecting or absorbing reactive power, but it is different from the first objective in the
sense that it only follows the local voltage signals, as in the case of the voltage droop
functions in power converters [131]. The droop coefficients are treated as variables
that are maximized in this case to obtain a reactive power injection from the chargers
to properly regulate local voltages, thus allowing the sensitivity of aggregated EV
chargers to change in every time step to supply maximum available reactive power.
The formulation of this stage considers unbalanced voltages and currents in distribution













Voltage and current expressions for loads correspond to a constant impedance model, as
follows:
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VLm,p,t = ZLm,p,tILm,p,t ∀Lm,∀p, ∀t (4.24)
EV constraints, which include calculation of active and reactive powers for the aggregated
EV loads, are represented as:
















In addition, the same first-stage constraints of active and reactive power limits imposed
by the aggregated EV charger capacity (4.5)-(4.8) are included, and current balance at each
node, which relates the currents in the lines, transformers, capacitors, loads and aggregated
















Finally, voltage limits for MV nodes (4.13), current limits for distribution lines (4.14), and
power limits for each node (4.15), which reflect the capacity of the MV/LV transformer at
each node are considered, plus the maximum peak demand constraint, which is obtained








≤ Pmax ∀t (4.28)
The Second Stage formulation is non-linear, with no integer constraints, since the tap
and capacitor positions are kept unchanged according to the schedule found in the First
Stage. Hence, this stage represents a Non-linear Programming (NLP) problem, which was
readily coded in GAMS, and efficiently solved using the SNOPT solver [108].
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4.3.3 Third Stage
Once the aggregated EV active and reactive powers are calculated, these signals are sent
to the Third Stage, which allocates them among the EVs connected in the downstream
LV system. In this stage, the allocation is done using the same fair approach as in the
Second Stage. Given that the intention here is to disaggregate active and reactive power










The mathematical model of the Third Stage considers the following constraints:













• Voltage and current relationship for impedance load models:
VLl,p,t = ZLl,p,tILl,p,t ∀Ll,∀p,∀t (4.31)
















∀ev = 1, .., nevnm ,∀t (4.33)
• The limits of active and reactive power for individual chargers:
0 ≤ Pev,t ≤ Crev ∀ev = 1, .., nevnm ,∀t (4.34)




ev,t ≤ Cr2ev,t ∀ev = 1, .., nevnm ,∀t (4.36)
• The following constraint guarantees that the sum of individual EVs’ allocated active























and limits of node voltages and distribution line currents:
Vnl ≤ Vnl,t ≤ Vnl,t ∀nl,∀t (4.40)
0 ≤ Ill,p,t ≤ |I|ll,p,t ∀ll,∀p,∀t (4.41)
The Third Stage is also an NLP problem, which was coded in GAMS and solved using the
SNOPT solver [108].
In every time step, after allocating the individual P and Q set-points for each EV, the
SoC is calculated using the following equation:




where τ2 is the Second Stage time step. If the SoC of an EV battery pack reaches 80%,
P is not allocated for that EV in the next time steps, but Q is assumed to be available
until the EV is no longer connected. This upper SoC limit is recommended by several EV

















































































































Figure 4.3: MV and LV test systems.
4.4 Simulation results and analysis
4.4.1 Input Data, Test Systems, and Assumptions
The algorithms explained in the previous sections were tested on a CIGRE’s MV benchmark
system [125]. The original benchmark system has a meshed feeder and a radial feeder; in
this study, only the more typical radial feeder shown in Figure 4.3 was considered. This













































Figure 4.4: (a) Energy consumption, (b) arrival time, and (c) departure time histograms
for the three EVs considered.
the same topology, are connected to the main feeder at different nodes and phases, and
one subfeeder is modeled as an equivalent load at the first node.
In order to test the Third Stage of the algorithm, which operates at the LV level, the
CIGRE’s North American LV benchmark system from [125] was employed. This LV feeder
is composed of a 50 kVA, 12.47/240-120 V transformer, and 10 residential loads, as shown
at node SN2-6 in Figure 4.3. All original loads at nodes SN1-6, SN1-7, SN1-9, SN2-6,
SN2-7, SN2-9, SN3-6, SN3-7, and SN3-9 in Figure 4.3 were replaced with this LV test
feeder; due to space constraints, only the LV system of node SN2-6 is shown. The demand
at each MV node that is not replaced by an LV system, follows the respective curves and
peak values presented in [125] for the MV benchmark system; for those nodes modeled
with the full LV system, the demand follows the individual household loads included in
the report. Based on this, the peak base loads for the MV and individual LV systems are
approximately 6000 kVA and 47 kVA, respectively, which corresponds to the original load
of the benchmark system.
EVs are modeled using the actual data collected for three EVs operated in the region
of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, in a period of seventeen months1. These vehicles have
been selected since they represent two of the bestselling EVs in Canada, and have the
1The data was collected through the Drive4Data program, led by the Waterloo Institute for Sustainable
Energy (WISE). More information is available at https://wise.uwaterloo.ca/drive4data.
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largest number of charging events for a coincident period of time in the database. The
information used in this study included the consumed electricity between charging events,
the arrival time, which determines the starting time for charging, and the departure time,
which determines the maximum duration of the charging. Table 4.1 presents the main data
for the 3 EVs considered in the study, and Figure 4.4 depicts the corresponding histograms
of energy consumption, and arrival and departure times. EV chargers for this study are
assumed to be rated at 3.3 kVA.
The original benchmark system considered in this study does not contain information
about the number of households representing the residential loads; hence, it is assumed
here that a household has a 5 kVA peak load, as per [133], and that there is an EV for
each residence. Based on this assumption, Table 4.2 presents the number of EVs assumed
to be connected to each node of the MV system. For the LV systems modeled, it is also
assumed that each household has an EV.
An existing heuristic EV charging control method was implemented, based on the
calculation of sensitivities of node voltages to active and reactive power, and the use of an
LC to control the taps in the substation transformer; this heuristic technique is based on
EV charging approaches described in [29] and [42]. The sensitivity factors are calculated
by simulation, using dummy loads of 1 kW and 1 kVAR, which are placed at each one
of the distribution system nodes to evaluate the change in voltages at all the nodes. The
allocation of aggregated EV active and reactive power is done based on the following
expressions:



























represent the maximum sensitivity factors of all node voltages with respect
to active and reactive power changes; and ∆Vk,t represents the desired voltage deviation
at the node where the maximum sensitivity is recorded, and is calculated as follows:
∆Vk,t = Vk,t − V blk,t (4.45)
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where V blk is the voltage at the k
th node calculated at the base load conditions and no EVs.
The current EV charging and feeder voltage control approach is also considered here for
comparison purposes, and is referred to as Business-as-Usual (BAU). In this case, taps and
capacitors are automatically controlled to keep the voltage at a certain point in the feeder
fixed using an LC control, allowing EVs to absorb their maximum P and Q capacities, i.e.,
P agevnm,t and Q
agev
nm,t, until fully charged.
Table 4.1: EV Database Summary
EV Battery Datalogging # of charging Electricity
model capacity interval events consumed
(kWh) (kWh)
EV1 Chevy 16 03/10/2014 - 941 5078.05
Volt ’12 08/14/2015
EV2 Nissan 24 03/10/2014 - 364 1589.78
Leaf ’12 08/14/2015
EV3 Ford Focus 23 03/10/2014 - 309 2143.39
EV ’14 08/14/2015
Table 4.2: Number of EVs per MV node
MV node # of EVs/node
SN1-5, SN1-8, SN1-11, SN1-12, SN2-5, SN2-8 2
SN2-11, SN2-12, SN3-5, SN3-8, SN3-11, SN3-12
SN1-1, SN1-2,SN1-3, SN1-4, SN1-10, 3
SN2-1, SN2-2,SN2-3, SN2-4, SN2-10,
SN3-1, SN3-2,SN3-3, SN3-4, SN3-10




First, the 3 EV models described in Table 4.1 were evenly assigned to the nodes of the
test system, considering the number of EVs per node described in Table 4.2, and 30 EV
scenarios were created by randomly selecting one of the charging events available in the
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EV database. Each of these EV scenarios were then applied to the test system, and the
First Stage optimization model was solved for each scenario, considering a full day and
1-hour time steps (τ1 = 1 hr). Then, 15000 bootstrapping samples were obtained from the
30 original samples of optimal maximum demand and optimal tap position for each hour.
Figure 4.5 presents the feeder maximum demand histograms for the entire day, before and
after applying the nonparametric bootstrapping method. Figure 4.5(a) shows the original
sample histogram, Figure 4.5(b) presents the histogram of the mean maximum demand af-
ter applying bootstrapping on the original sample, and Figure 4.5 (c) depicts the histogram
of the bootstrapping points (15000×30 resamples). The shape of Figure 4.5(a) and Fig-
ure 4.5(c) are very similar, because of the high number of resamples in the bootstrapping
process, with the tails of the original data set appearing in the bootstrapping histogram.
The shape of Figure 4.5(b) histogram is close to a normal distribution, from which the
expected value and the confidence interval of the systems mean maximum demand can be
calculated. Based on the bootstrap histogram of Figure 4.5(b), the confidence interval of
the mean peak demand is CI(95.4%) = [6.3093 MW, 6.3573 MW], which is a narrow interval
that guarantees that the mean approximation is close to the population mean. The mean
peak demand Pmax = 6.3333 MW is then applied to the second stage.
Figure 4.6(a) depicts the substation LTC tap positions for the 24-hour period after
applying bootstrapping to the original sample. The solid line represents the average tap
position from bootstrapping, and the error bars correspond to a confidence interval of
95.45%, or two standard deviations from the mean. The dotted blue line represents the fi-
nal tap positions after rounding the average values to integer values in order to apply them
to the real system. The solution for each EV realization took on average 19 minutes, using
Matlab 8.3.0.532 (R2014a) running in an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770 CPU at 3.40Ghz.
Hence, the full solution for the First Stage took about 9.5 hours. Considering that this
process is performed off-line the day before, these computational times allow for the prac-
tical application of this technique. However, these times can be significantly reduced if
parallel computation approaches are used, since this stage can be readily parallelized as
discussed in [46]. Figures 4.6(b) and 4.6(c) show the tap positions for the Heuristic and
the BAU methods. In both cases, the LC was set to regulate the voltage at Node 3c in the
main feeder to 0.99 p.u., with a band of 0.025 p.u; this voltage was chosen to obtain a total
energy consumption similar to the optimization scenarios. Note that in these cases, the
tap operation is more frequent compared to the First Stage results (22 and 23 operations
in the Heuristic method and the BAU, respectively, and 7 in the proposed approach), so
that the voltage is kept within the required range.
The Second Stage was tested by using one of the EV scenarios from the First Stage,
using the tap positions calculated in the First Stage as fixed parameters for the Second
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Figure 4.5: Maximum demand histogram for (a) the original sample, (b) the bootstrap
mean, and (c) the bootstrap sample.
Stage model. This stage was solved for five-minute periods (τ2=5min) using the objective
functions defined in (4.18)-(4.20); hence, 288 optimization runs were performed to complete
a full day. Additionally, to test the sensitivity of the Second Stage results to the weights
between the EV battery charging and the provision of reactive power, the following three
sets of weights were used in functions (4.18)-(4.20); α=0.9 and β=0.1; α=0.5 and β=0.5,
and α=0.1 and β=0.9. The case referred hereafter as No Q control corresponds to the
case in which only the control of EV active power is available, setting the EV reactive
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Average tap position Final tap position
Figure 4.6: Tap simulation results.
power variables to zero, and using the weights α=1 and β=0 in the second stage objective
functions.
The voltages in the MV system are depicted in Figure 4.7. Observe that for the three
proposed optimization functions and no Q control, voltages are similar because they use
the same tap schedule, but they tend to be higher when losses are minimized. In the
Heuristic and BAU methods, the voltages are flatter compared to other cases, since taps
are operated continuously to keep the voltage within a given range. In all methods, the
voltages are within the defined limits (0.96-1.04).
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The resulting allocations of aggregated EV active and reactive powers for nodes SN1-7,
SN2-10, and SN3-12 are presented in Figure 4.8; these three nodes were selected since
they are representative of different phases, demands, and number of EVs. For the three
optimization functions, only the results of the pair of weights that lead to a faster EV
charging are presented. These plots show that aggregated EV active power is limited during
times of peak demand due to LV transformer power limits. The sharp changes in P and
Q in the plots are due to EVs arriving or leaving. Furthermore, reactive power is positive
most of the time for minimization of voltage deviation and voltage droop, because EV
chargers try to lower the voltage, and negative for minimization of losses, since in this case
the voltage is used to lower the currents and reduce losses. Each of these simulations took
approximately 1.8 seconds, which demonstrates the practical feasibility of the proposed
method for real-time applications. In the Heuristic method, P and Q are limited at times
that do not necessarily coincide with the load peak in the corresponding LV system, thus
leading to the transformer overloading. In the BAU method, this happens more often since
vehicles are always allocated their maximum P and Q. This issue can be seen clearly in
Figure 4.9 at node SN3-12, around hour 6, where the optimization methods reduce the
EV active power, but the Heuristic and BAU methods fully allocate the available capacity,
overloading the corresponding MV/LV transformers.
Table 4.3 shows the summary of the simulation results, including the total energy
consumed by the EV fleet, the total energy losses, the total energy consumed in the system,








(Vk,t − 1)2 (4.46)
The total energy losses in Table 4.3 are composed of the losses illustrated in Table 4.4,
which include the losses in MV lines, losses in the LV systems modeled in detail to test
the third stage, losses in the equivalent loads along the feeder and at Node 1, and losses of
the substation transformer. The losses in MV lines, the LV systems modeled in detail, and
the substation transformer can be obtained directly from the simulation results; for the
equivalent loads connected along the feeder, the losses were estimated using the percentage
of losses from the LV systems modeled in detail for the third stage, and for the equivalent
load at Node 1, they were estimated with the percentage of losses of the MV feeder. These
different losses and the corresponding percentages for all test cases are shown in Table 4.5.
From the results in Table 4.3, it can be seen that the minimization of voltage deviation
scenarios present a lower EV energy with respect to the No Q control. The minimization of
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α=0.9 β=0.1 No Q control
Heuristic Method BAU 
Figure 4.7: Voltages in MV system
losses scenarios also exhibit a lower EV energy, but with smaller differences. The voltage
droop scenarios present the largest difference, and also the only scenario in which EV
energy consumption is higher than the No Q control case. The results obtained for the
Heuristic and BAU methods are very close to those of the No Q control case.
The results for energy losses in Table 4.3 show the largest reduction for the minimization
of losses for α=0.1 and β=0.9, with respect to the No Q control case. Some optimization
cases present an increase in total losses with respect to the No Q control case, due to the
additional losses in the LV systems, produced by the injection or absorption of reactive
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Table 4.3: Energy Consumption Results
EV Energy Total Energy Losses Total Energy VD
kWh kWh kWh
BAU 6,065.86 3,334.06 110,651.35 1.77%
Heuristic method 5,989.62 3,070.48 110,540.44 1.76%
No Q control 6,097.62 2,864.54 110,403.48 1.65%
(α=1 β=0)
Min. Voltage deviation 5,449.71 3,008.73 109,790.72 1.46%
(α=0.9 β=0.1) (-10.63%) (+5.70%) (-0.56%) (-0.19%)
Min. Voltage deviation 5,237.27 2,935.84 109,583.29 1.44%
(α=0.5 β=0.5) (-14.11%) (+3.14%) (-0.74%) (-0.21%)
Min. Voltage deviation 5,717.01 2,823.57 110,077.03 1.40%
(α=0.1 β=0.9) (-6.24%) (-0.81%) (-0.30%) (-0.25%)
Min. Losses 5,908.95 2,901.95 110,256.31 1.65%
(α=0.9 β=0.1) (-3.09%) (+1.95%) (-0.13%) (0.00%)
Min. Losses 6,026.83 2,772.04 110,400.31 1.60%
(α=0.5 β=0.5) (-1.16%) (-2.62%) (0.00%) (-0.05%)
Min. Losses 5,952.69 2,736.83 110,327.14 1.59%
(α=0.1 β=0.9) (-2.38%) (-3.85%) (-0.07%) (-0.06%)
Voltage Droop 6,234.25 2,806.44 110,559.84 1.56%
(α=0.9 β=0.1) (+2.24%) (-1.41%) (+0.14%) (-0.09%)
Voltage Droop 6,091.64 2,782.02 110,419.69 1.55%
(α=0.5 β=0.5) (-0.10%) (-2.27%) (+0.01%) (-0.10%)
Voltage Droop 5,142.51 2,752.32 109,471.21 1.54%
(α=0.1 β=0.9) (-15.66%) (-3.31%) (-0.84%) (-0.11%)
power that are not compensated by the energy loss savings in the MV lines, as seen in
Table 4.4. The voltage droop cases, although not presenting the maximum loss reduction,
consistently reduce losses for both LV systems and MV lines. It is important to highlight
the fact that the losses in the MV lines are particularly low, since the currents in the main
feeder and the single-phase sub feeders do not surpass 20% of the conductors’ ampacity in
all test cases.
The total energy consumption differences with respect to the No Q Control case are
small, in a range between -0.85% and +0.12%, which is desirable, as the proposed ap-
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Table 4.4: Disaggregation of Energy Losses
Energy Total Total Total Conduction
Losses Losses Losses for Losses for Losses at
in MV LV Systems Equivalent Equivalent Substation
Lines Third Loads Load at Transformer
Stage along the Node 1
feeder
kWh kWh kWh kWh kWh
BAU 198.63 105.06 323.92 2,645.55 60.9
Heuristic method 192.29 92.95 290.42 2,434.36 60.45
No Q control 182.53 81.17 268.95 2,255.54 58.35
(α=1 β = 0)
Min. Volt. deviation 180.71 90.04 297.7 2,385.31 54.97
(α=0.9 β = 0.1) (-1.00%) (+10.93%) (+10.69%) (+5.75%) (-5.79%)
Min. Volt. deviation 177.38 87.42 289.09 2,326.66 55.29
(α=0.5 β=0.5) (-2.82%) (+7.70%) (+7.49%) (+3.15%) (-5.24%)
Min. Volt. deviation 169.27 82.44 273.9 2,243.27 54.69
(α=0.1 β=0.9) (-7.26%) (+1.56%) (+1.84%) (-0.54%) (-6.27%)
Min. Losses 175.66 85.88 284.22 2,300.57 55.62
(α=0.9 β=0.1) (-3.76%) (+5.80%) (+5.68%) (+2.00%) (-4.68%)
Min. Losses 169.5 81.44 269.79 2,195.76 55.55
(α=0.5 β=0.5) (-7.14%) (+0.33%) (+0.31%) (-2.65%) (-4.80%)
Min. Losses 168.21 80.31 265.13 2,168.07 55.11
(α=0.1 β=0.9) (-7.85%) (-1.06%) (-1.42%) (-3.88%) (-5.55%)
V. Droop 177.92 80.34 266.38 2,223.54 58.26
(α=0.9 β=0.1) (-2.53%) (-1.02%) (-0.9%) (-1.42%) (-0.15%)
V. Droop 176.38 79.66 263.86 2,204.07 58.05
(α=0.5 β=0.5) (-3.37%) (-1.86%) (-1.89%) (-2.28%) (-0.51%)
V. Droop 175.91 79.49 263.11 2,176.34 57.47
(α=0.1 β=0.9) (-3.63%) (-2.07%) (-2.17%) (-3.51%) (-1.51%)
proach should not affect significantly the power consumed by loads and EVs, considering
the relatively low system losses, and the small variations in load voltages and EV loads,
which account for 5.5% of the total demand. Finally, the minimization of voltage devia-
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Table 4.5: Percentage of Losses Used with Equivalent Loads
Total % Losses Total % Losses
Energy LV Energy Feeder




BAU 5,146.42 2.04 21,218.02 2.96
Heuristic method 5,077.38 1.83 21,141.93 2.72
No Q control (α=1 β = 0) 4,804.53 1.69 21,090.93 2.53
Min. Volt. deviation (α=0.9 β = 0.1) 4,823.38 1.87 21,129.16 2.69
Min. Volt. deviation (α=0.5 β=0.5) 4,814.88 1.81 21,071.05 2.63
Min. Volt. deviation (α=0.1 β=0.9) 4,776.32 1.73 20,896.00 2.52
Min. Losses (α=0.9 β=0.1) 4,822.75 1.78 21,141.05 2.58
Min. Losses (α=0.5 β=0.5) 4,823.81 1.69 21,162.58 2.46
Min. Losses (α=0.1 β=0.9) 4,838.31 1.66 21,131.77 2.43
V. Droop (α=0.9 β=0.1) 4,807.53 1.67 21,106.41 2.49
V. Droop (α=0.5 β=0.5) 4,805.89 1.66 21,075.13 2.47
V. Droop (α=0.1 β=0.9) 4,806.2 1.65 21,062.76 2.46
tion scenarios present the lowest voltage deviations, as expected, ranging from 1.40% to
1.46%, while the voltage deviations in the Heuristic and BAU methods are the highest,
i.e., 1.76% and 1.77%, respectively. Note that in 6 out of 9 cases, the proposed holistic
control approach reduces losses and improves the voltage profiles with respect to previously
proposed EV charging control approaches and the existing method (BAU). However, this
is accomplished at the expense of reducing the energy delivered to EVs, in a range of
0.1%-15%.
The benefits of Q control, which include the minimization of voltage deviation, the
minimization of losses, and the voltage droop scenarios, can be seen in voltage regulation
and system losses. The minimization of voltage deviation cases achieve the best voltage
regulation for all scenarios, but this is accomplished by increasing system losses. The
minimization of losses scenarios, albeit not improving significantly voltage regulation, result
in loss reductions of up to 3.85% with respect to the No Q control case. This percentage
is comparable to other methods, such as [37], in which losses are reduced by controlling
transformer taps and switched capacitors in distribution feeders to minimize the energy
drawn from the substation, reporting losses reductions between 0.5% and 6.7%. Finally,
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the voltage droop cases improve the voltage regulation and reduce losses with respect to
the No Q control case, resulting in a maximum loss reduction of 3.31%, which is close to
the percentage achieved in the minimization of loss cases.
Figure 4.10 shows the individual allocation of active and reactive powers of 3 different
EVs in the LV network at node SN1-7. These values are in agreement with the Second
Stage results; note that the active power for each EV shows some differences with respect
to the case with no Q control due to the provision of reactive power. Figure 4.11 presents
voltage profiles at all buses in the LV system connected to Node SN1-7, under different
control strategies; these are similar in shape to the voltages in the MV network, shown in
Figure 4.7, and are within acceptable limits. Finally, Figure 4.12 depicts the SoC curves
for several vehicles during the hours the EV is connected to the charger. Observe that
these two figures demonstrate that the provision of reactive power to the system has just a
small impact on vehicle charging, which may result in the occasional case of the battery not
reaching its maximum SoC in the available charging time. The Heuristic method, however,
presents a higher delay in reaching the desired SoC since this node voltage, in particular,
is more sensitive to load variations, which produces a lower allocation of EV power.
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Figure 4.8: Aggregated EV P and Q allocation at nodes SN1-7, SN2-10, SN3-12
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Figure 4.9: Transformer apparent power at nodes SN1-7, SN2-10, SN3-12
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Figure 4.10: Allocation of individual P and Q for EVs at SN1-7
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Figure 4.11: Voltages at buses connected to node SN1-7
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Figure 4.12: SoC of EV batteries at SN1-7
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4.4.3 Discussion
So far, very few works have been published on the use of four-quadrant EV chargers to
regulate voltage and reactive power in distribution feeders, considering both MV and LV
levels. Hence, it is not possible to perform a full techno-economic comparison with re-
spect to other similar works. Nevertheless, an estimation of costs of such a scheme can be
obtained by considering that, based on [18], the cost of providing reactive power with a
3.3 kVA EV charger could be equal to 8.4 USD/kVAR per year (this value includes the
incremental cost of upgrading a unidirectional ac/dc converter with a full bridge ac/dc
converter, and the cost of additional losses), compared to 2.8 USD/kVAR per year for a
typical distribution capacitor bank. However, the volt/var control implemented by EV
chargers would be distributed, continuous and accurate, in contrast with the case of distri-
bution capacitor banks. Also, the implementation of the proposed holistic approach would
reduce the number of transformer taps operations and switched capacitors switchings, thus
reducing wear, and hence reducing maintenance costs [126]. Finally, the proposed volt/var
control would reduce losses, thus reducing energy loss costs, as with any volt/var control
approach in distribution systems [63].
4.5 Summary
This chapter presented a three-stage algorithm for coordinating the operation of four-
quadrant EV chargers and other volt/var control equipment in a distribution feeder. First,
the proposed three-stage architecture was described, using the outputs of each stage as
inputs in the following stages to define the actual set-points for EV chargers at the LV
system. Then, the mathematical models describing each stage were introduced. The First
Stage included the uncertainties of EV users, and employed a non-parametric bootstrapping
technique to calculate the confidence intervals of the optimal expected values for trans-
former taps, switched capacitors, and peak demand. The Second Stage allocated active
and reactive powers for the EV aggregated demand at the MV nodes, using a proportional
fairness approach and three different objectives for the volt/var function. The Third Stage
distributed the active and reactive power set-points calculated in the Second Stage among
the individual EVs connected at the LV network.
The proposed algorithms were tested on realistic CIGRE benchmark test feeders, com-
paring the results for the different objective functions considered as well as with Heuristic
and BAU approaches. The obtained results show that using the proposed technique and
the reactive power capacity of EV chargers improves the operation of distribution feeders
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5.1 Summary and Conclusions
This work has investigated the integration of four-quadrant EV chargers into distribution
feeders, proposing first a model that can be easily used in time-domain simulations to
study the dynamic interactions of these chargers in LV distribution networks, and second,
a three-stage control strategy to coordinate this type of chargers with other volt/var control
devices that typically operate in distribution feeders, such as LTCs and switched capacitors.
In the first main part of this thesis, an average modeling technique was employed to
obtain an equivalent circuit of a Level 1, four-quadrant EV charger, which was validated
using a charger prototype built in the lab. The average modeling technique was employed
because it neglects the high-frequency dynamics related to switching, keeping the low-
frequency dynamics necessary to study the interactions between chargers, thus speeding
up time-domain simulations. The validation included a comparison of the steady-state
behaviors of the average model and the prototype, using different P and Q set-points
representing the operation in the four quadrants of the P-Q plane, and a dynamic study
which compared P and Q transitions produced by set-point changes. A system integration
study was also performed for ten four-quadrant EV chargers connected to a secondary
distribution grid, simulating the voltage interactions caused during the EV charging process
and the use of four-quadrant EV chargers as active and reactive power sources for three
V2G strategies.
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In the second main part of the thesis, a three-stage distribution feeder control strategy
was proposed as an extension to previous works, adding the modeling of four-quadrant
EV chargers as controllable reactive power sources, as well as the provision of reactive
power services from aggregated EVs, and allocating the individual EV charger set-points
located in the LV network. The first stage of the proposed approach defines, in a day-ahead
time frame, the hourly schedules for transformer taps and switched capacitors, minimizing
the daily peak load. The solution of the first stage accounts for the uncertainty of EV
operation in terms of variables such as arriving time, departure time, and initial SoC, and
combines a GA optimization solution approach with a Nonparametric Bootstrap method to
obtain the expected values of the decision variables with a limited number of simulations.
The second stage keeps the schedules obtained in the first stage unchanged, and allocates
every five minutes active and reactive power set-points for the aggregated EV loads; this
is accomplished by combining of a proportional fairness method and one of three reactive
power control strategies that aim to reduce the voltage deviations and system losses. The
third stage disaggregates the set-points obtained in the second stage for individual EVs
located in LV networks. The algorithm was tested using the CIGRE’s North American MV
and LV distribution system benchmarks, and compared with a heuristic EV load allocation
method and the current EV charging approach, showing good results concerning voltage
regulation and loss reduction, while avoiding feeder equipment overloads, and excessive
switching of voltage control equipment.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the thesis:
• The proposed four-quadrant EV charger model proved to closely represent the steady-
state and dynamic behaviors of the actual prototype, and to be easily and efficiently
integrated into time-domain simulations to study the interactions of multiple charg-
ers.
• The results obtained from the implementation of the proposed three-stage EV charg-
ing feeder control strategy regarding voltage regulation and loss reduction were
promising. However, it was observed that the provision of reactive power for grid
services could delay EV battery charging and thus affect EV driving range.
• The provision of reactive power from a four-quadrant EV charger implies the cost
of converter power losses, and the incremental cost of controllable switches and a
larger dc-link capacitor, compared to a unidirectional charger. However, the results
of this research demonstrated possible benefits in distribution system operation of
reactive power provision from four-quadrant EV chargers, which could make up for
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the extra costs by reducing losses and the volt/var control requirements of devices
such as LTCs and capacitors.
5.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• A new average model of a single-phase, four-quadrant bidirectional EV charger, which
can be easily integrated into time-domain simulations to analyze the impact of this
type of charger in distribution networks, has been developed and validated based on
an actual bidirectional EV charger prototype.
• Three operation strategies of bidirectional EV chargers in LV distribution systems
have been presented and discussed, illustrating their application through time-domain
simulations based on the proposed average model.
• A new three-stage distribution feeder control approach to reduce feeder losses and
peak load, provide adequate volt/var support, and fairly allocate EV charging load,
based on a four-quadrant EV smart charger, has been proposed and compared with
existing voltage regulation and EV charging practices, as well as with a heuristic EV
charging control.
• The proposed distribution feeder control has considered both MV and LV networks,
in which EV chargers represent a significant load compared to other household loads,
to generate practical and feasible smart charging control signals for individual EVs
connected at the LV level.
The results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 have been accepted for publication in the
IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid [134, 135].
5.3 Future Work
Based on the work presented in this thesis, future research may explore the following
subjects:
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• Investigate distribution feeder control strategies considering simultaneous provision
of active and reactive power in V2G schemes. The increasing battery capacity of new
EV models will reduce the concerns for battery degradation and range anxiety, and
will open more possibilities for battery discharging services.
• Study the provision of reactive power with off-board fast EV chargers, possibly con-
nected to the MV system.
• Improve the modeling of EV charging needs with more information gathered from a
larger number of actual EVs operating in different climates.
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